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Introduction.

Igbo (Ibo) is the largest single language in the Eastern Re-
gion of Nigeria, spoken in a variety of dialects by perhaps four
million people. Until every recently, there has been almost no
usable material on Igbo reflecting any adequate analysis of the
language. The following lesson materials are largely the product
of analyzing and teaching Igbo during Peace Corps training pro-
grams and intensive summer programs since 1961. The tranwscrip-
tion of Igbo used is in most respects the standard orthography
currently used in Nigeria, though there are minor differences in
a few symbols, and tone marking -- which is indispensable for the
learner of the language -- is incorporated throughout.

These lessons are designed to cover the pronunciation and
the major grammatical patterns of Igbo at the maximum rate con-
sistent with accuracy and thorough drill. Completing these les-
sons under ideal classroom supervision will naturally result in
a more extensive and more perfect control of Igbo patterns, and
will add considerable vocabulary, but even an incomplete coverage
will enable the carefully guided student to continue his learning
process efter he begins using the language in daily life.

These lessons should be used only with a native speaker of
Igbo as a model, and also a guide or supervisor with substantial
training in descriptive linguistics and language pedagogy. Each
Igbo utterance should be repeated in direct imitation of a native
speaker until the pronunciation is pretty well mastered. It is
the function of the guide to help the student by such devices as
comparing his pronunciation of English with that of Igbo, by hum-
ming or whistling tone sequences, by providing brief explanations
of the grammatical patterns being drilled, and by suggesting va-
riations on the drills. While the native speaker as a model is
indispensable, he is largely unconscious of the patterne of his
own language (as we are of ours) and of the students' difficul-
ties: he is in no position to answer the kinds of questions that
students are bound to raise. Attempts to use these materials
with tape recordings for "self-instruction" cannot normally be
expected to produce adequate results.

The goal of these materials is four-fold:

(1) To train the student to pronounce Igbo with a high de-
gree of accuracy; since the aspect of pronunciation most likely
to be ignored under other circumstances is tone, there is parti-
cular emphasis on that aspect of the phonology.

(2) To introduce the student to the major grammatical pat-
terns of Igbo; since unfamiliar and unexpected grammatical pat-
terns are a major source of frustration in unguided language
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learning, an effort is made to teach the student to analyze for
himself as he goes along.

(3) To enable the student to engage in limited but useful
conversation on some topics; this is designed to overcome the na-
tural initial timidity in using a new language.

(4) To teach the techniques of language learning, so that
the student can continue his learning among the Igbo people with
a minimum of mystification, confusion, and frustration.

The variety of dialects in Igbo is such that a number of
words commonly used in one area are not recognizable at all in
another area. Some verbal constructions are completely different
in different dialects. Even obviously related words may vary in
pronunciation from place to place. Yet the dialects are suffi-
ciently similar that Igbo speakers from different areas can gene-
rally understand each other, though perhaps with some difficulty.
An effort was made some years ago to encourage the use of a some-
what artificial dialect known as "Union Igbo"; this effort was
far from completely successful, but most educated people do at-
tempt to avoid some extreme localisms from their own home towns,
and call their modified dialects "Central Igbo" or "Standard
Igbo". Different speakers may still disagree, often vigorously,
on what is the "best" form or usage; frequently we can only guess
what would be most widely understood and most agreeably accepted.
Rather than make any claim that the form of Igbo used in these
lessons is a universally acceptable "ideal" or "standard", the
authors frankly prefer to label it "Compromise Igbo" in full re-
cognition of the problem. It can still be expected that sooner
or later the student will be told by a native speaker that "That
isn't the way to say it". This simply means that there are dif-
ferent forms of Igbo, not that one is right and the other wrong,
or that one is better than any other.

A number of speakers of Igbo have contributed heavily to the
development of these lesson materials, not only by their obvious
competence in the language, but as much by their patience and un-
derstanding in working with the authors and with students. Par-
ticular credit and gratitude is due to Mr. Benjamin Akpati, Mr.
Austin Esogbue, and Mrs. Sarah Onyekwere. The Igbo materials
themselves were gathered and transcribed almost entirely by Mrs.
Beatrice F. Welmers, whose experience in teaching Igbo has also
to a large extent dictated the order of presentation. Details of
linguistic analysis reflected in the lessons are largely the pro-
duct of joint research, usually in the form of a statement sug-
gested by one author and verified by the other. Professor Wil-
liam E. Welmers is generally responsible for the wording of the
phonologic and grammatical explanations, and for the lesson for-
mat and manuscript preparation.

Since these lessons are intended to be intensely practical,



it may seem strange that they do not start right out with some
lively, useful daily conversations. There is good reason, how-
ever, for the procedure used. For one not used to a second lan-
guage, and particularly a tone language, accurate pronunciation
is difficult to achieve; but it is also crucially important. The
drills that may seem monotonous at first are actually a golden
opportunity to learn to control pronunciation at the outset, so
that habits of sloppy pronunciation will never have a good chance
to develop. At the same time, every utterance in every drill is
a perfectly good and natural utterance that will be found useful
in daily life.

The most important preliminary warning that can be given the
student is this: when you imitate what you have heard, do not try
simultaneously to ask by your intonatian "Did I say it right?"
If you do, the last syllable of your Igbo sentence will rise to a
higher pitch -- and that will automatically be dead wrong in al-
most every possible instance. The number of ways in which an
Igbo sentence can end, tonally, is limited; but it is absolutely
essential to im:;tate accurately, and to avoid superimposing Eng-
lish intonations on Igbo sentences. Don't try to ask questions
in Igbo by intonation -- Igbo has its own question-asking devices
of quite a different type. Don't try to speak with "expression"
or "enthusiasm" or "emphasis" -- you will be sure to distort the
tones which are essential to being understood.

The details of Igbo pronunciation will be outlined step by
step in the early lessons. Try to imitate every detail accurate-
ly, but don't expect everything to be explained at once; concen-
trate on the points emphasized in each drill as you go along.
The same is true of grammar: don't try to anticipate new forms
and constructions, or you will only confuse yourself and everyone
else. Don't worry about what you haven't learned to say; concen-
trate on saying what you have learned, and saying it accurately.
The goal is to speak not so that you can be understood, but so
that you cannot be misunderstood.



Lesson 1.

In a fairly long Igbo sentence, there may be a large number
of different levels of pitch; but every pitch can be described in
terms of one of three alternative possibilities at any particular
point in the sentence.

First, the mark ' represents a phenomenon that will be called
"step". The pitch of a vowel or m or n or so marked is never
low. In any Igbo utterance, each "step" is a little lower than
the preceding one. You can only step down, and once you have done
so you cannot climb up again until you come to a pause at the end
of a phrase or sentence. Thus the sequence "step - step" is some-
thing like the melody of the beginning of the song "Chlo-e", or
like a child's call "Daddy; ".

Second, the mark indicates "low". A "low" is distinctly
lower in pitch than a "step" either before or after it. The se-
quence "step - low - step" is something like the melody at the be-
ginning of the World War I song "Over There".

Third, any vowel (or m, n, as will be explained later)
which is unmarked has the same pitch as that indicated by the last
mark before it. Such unmarked syllables after a "step" will be
called "same". After "low", unmarked syllables will also be la-
belled Flow ". The sequence "step - same" is thus two syllables
on a monotone; the second syllable must be on exactly the same
pitch as the first. The sequence "low - low" (in which only the
first low is marked) is also level, but on a lower pitch than a
"step - same"; at the end of a sentence, "low - low" may go a bit
downhill in pitch, but it sounds nothing like two successive
"steps". A final "low" is relaxed, much like the ending of a sim-
ple declarative sentence in English.

Igbo has eight vowel sounds; not one of them is exactly like
any English vowel, but you will not find all of them difficult to
recognize or reproduce. The vowels are written: i, 1, e, a, g,
o, 4, u; the marks under some of the letters (usually a dot or a
short vertical stroke rather than the cedilla used here) are part
of the vowel symbols themselves: to a speaker of Igbo, the vowel
written 4 is as different from u as it is from o. For the
time being, imitate these vowel sounds as carefully as you can,
though the major point emphasized in the first several drills is
tone. There are also some consonant sounds that will be strange
to you; you will be helped with them as difficulties arise.

Drill 1. Each of the following sentences begins with the sequence
"step - low", and continues with syllables that are "low" to the
end. Thus each sentence has a melody somewhat like the English
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sentence "THEY were coming." Remember that in Igbo, however, the
higher pitch at the beginning has absolutely nothing to do with

emphasis.

It's a bed.

It's a pot.

It's a monkey.

It's a bag.

It's the ground.

He saw a bed.

He saw a pot.

He saw a monkey.

He saw a bag.

He saw the ground.

4 h4 akwa.

bi ite.

b4 elOwe.

bi akpa.

bi ala.

§ akwa.

§ h4rxii ite.

h4r4 ewe.

hirij akpa.

h4rxii ala.

Drill 2. Each of the sentences in this drill differs in tone from
those in Drill 1 only in that the very last syllable is a "step";

that is, the pitch gees up again with the last syllable, but not

quite as high as the initial "step".

It's a cup. § bi ike.

It's an egg. ¢ bi akwa.

It's a rat. ¢ bi oke.

It's a squirrel. 4 bi 9s &.

It's a compound. ¢ bi ezi.

He saw a cup. ¢ h4rxii Ike.

They saw an egg. ha hIsirli akwa.

They saw a rat. ha h4rq ok6.

They saw a squirrel. he h4rti tisk.

They saw a compound. he ezi.

Drill 3. In this drill, each sentence again begins with the se-
quence "step - low"; but this time the last two syllables are

"step - same". Be sure the pitch of your voice goes up at the
right time, and then stays at exactly that level.

It's an elephant.

It's a goat.

It's a chair.

bi enyi.

b4 ewu.

bi 6ce.



It 's an aniLial. or It 's meat. b4 Anti.

It's salt. b4 Anu.

They saw an elephant. 114 h4r11 enyi.

They saw a goat. ha h4r11 ewu.

He saw a chair. 4 41.4 oce.

They saw an animal, 114 h4r11

He saw salt. ¢ h4rli Anu.

Drill 4. The sentences in this drill differ from those in Drill
3 only in that the last syllable is another "step", a little low-
er than the preceding syllable. Since each sentence begins with
a "step", there are three levels of pitch in these sentences in
addition to low. Note the "terraced" effect of the "steps"; at
the same time, be sure the "low" between steps is low enough.

It's money. ¢ bi 4g6.

It's a leopard. b4 44.

It's a stirring spoon. b4 ekA.

It's kola nuts. h4 01.
It's a farm. § b4 Agb6.

They saw money. ha hirij 6E36.

He saw a leopard. ¢ h4r4 44.

They saw a stirring spoon. 114 h4r11 ekd.

He saw kola nuts. ¢ h4r4 4j1.

He saw a farm. h4r4 41)6.

Drill 5. A fifth (and final) type of two-syllable :,loun ends each
of the sentences in this drill; it has the tones "step - low".
Of all the sentences to this point, these have a melody that may
sound most like an English statement intonation. But don't let
that fool you; in Igbo, it is the tone, syllable by syllable,
that counts.

It's cloth.

It's a fish.

It's corn.

It's a knife.

It's a house.

8

b4 Akwi.

b4 44.

b4 §ka.

bi Am4.

bi 41§.
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He saw cloth.

They saw a fish.

He saw corn.

They saw a knife.

They saw a house.

§ hire} AkwA.

hA hire} Az4.

0 h4ry 4kA.

hi hiril

hA h4rti 410.

Drill 6. In this drill, one noun is selected from each of the

first five drills, and used in sentences of the same types. Thus

the following groups of sentences emphasize the contrasts of tone

rather than identities. First listen to each group of five sen-

tences without interruption; then practice on each sentence indi-

vidually; finally, try to say all five in succession, without lo-

sing anything of the tonal contrasts.

It's a bed. b4 akwa.

It's an egg. b4 akwA.

It's an elephant. b4 Onyi.

It's a leopard. b4 Ag4.

It's cloth. b4 AkwA.

They saw a bed. hA hire} akwa.

They saw an egg. ha h4r4 akwA.

They saw an elephant. hA h4rli Onyi.

They saw a leopard. hA Ag4.

They saw cloth. hA hi r4 AkwA.

Notes.

The five groups of nouns used in the above drills are typi-

cal of the majority of Igbo nouns: two syllables, the first being

a vowel or a syllabic m or n or fl, the second a consonant or con-

sonant cluster followed by a vowel, all accompanied by one of the

five tone sequences illustrated above. There are some three-syl-

lable nouns in Igbo, and some nouns beginning with consonants,

but they will give little trouble once these five basic types are

mastered. In isolation, the five types of nouns are labelled and

written as follows:

1. Low - low: Akwa 'a bed'

2. Low - step: AkwA 'an egg'

3. Step - same: 6nyi 'an elephant'

4. Step - step: &g4 'a leopard'

5. Step - low: AkwA 'cloth'
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In the sentences on which you have drilled, the initial low
tone of the first two of the above types has, of course, not been
marked, because the last preceding marked tone was low.

Of these five types of nouns, the fourth, step - step, is
most likely to vary in other dialects. At least some of the nouns
written step - step in these lessons are pronounced as step - same
in some areas. The sequence step - step nevertheless appears in
all dialects in at least some circumstances.

As you begin to learn Igbc vocabulary, remember that the tone
is an integral part of the word, and must be learned along with
the consonants and vowels. It is true that tones sometimes under-
go alternations that will surprise you, somewhat as the f in Eng-
lish wife changes to v in the plural wives. But the existence of
this alternation in English does not permit us to interchange f
and v whenever we feel like it; neither does the existence of va-
riant tonal forms in Igbo permit us to ignore tone. First learn
the words as they have been introduced, including their tones; the
variants will be systematically presented as the lessons progress.

A few words about consonants, consonant clusters, and sylla-
bic nasals. The writings hp. and Et represent single consonants,
not sequences of k and E or £ and b. The closure at the back of
the mouth for k (or E) and at the lips for 2 (or b) is simultane-
ous; the releases are also simultaneous. These will not be easy
consonants at first, bilt with practice you can learn them. (You
have probably,::sed a consonant similar to the Igbo la in imitating
a hen cackling: in Igbo orthography, a common American imitation
would be written "kp4 kp9 kp9 kp9 kp9".)

The letter c represents a consonant much like that which is
written ch in English; c always represents this sound in our wri-
ting of Igbo, so that there is no need to add another letter to
show what the sound is.

The letter D represents a sound like that represented by nE
in English sing or singer. Be sure to avoid adding a £ as you do
in English finger.

The clusters kw, my, and nE have appeared so far. These are
not particularly hard to recognize or reproduce, but remember that
the syllable division precedes them, never splits them.

In other sequences, Igbo m, n, and 2l may occur before ano-
ther consonant. In such cases, they are syllables by themselves,
with their own tone. Be sure you don't use a vowel either before
or after such a syllabic nasal; just hum-m-m it and then go on-n-n
to the next consonant.

1U
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Lesson 2.

All the sentences you have drilled on up to now have begun

with a form /4/ 'he, she, it' (Igbo does not distinguish these)

or /h&/ 'they'. The tone of these forms has always been "step".

To convert these statements into questions, the tone of these

forms is simply changed to "low". There is no change in word or-

der, and above all no rising intonation of any kind. A "step"

later in the question will, to be sure, sound higher than in a

statement, but this is simply because it is the first rather than

the second step in the utterance; the first "step" is always the

highest point in pitch. To help you associate questions with the
tone of the pronoun alone, and to help you avoid a rising intona-
tion, question marks are deliberately not used.

Drill 1. Begin right now to associate questions with low-tone

pronouns, and their answers with step-tone pronouns. Be sure you

are also conscious of the tones of final nouns; the patterns you
have learned are not used in the same carefully controlled order

from now on.

Is it a pot?

Yes, it's a pot.

Is it a monkey?

No, it's a squirrel.

Is it an egg?

Yes, it's an egg.

Is it a squirrel?

No, it's a goat.

Is it a chair?

Y,s, it's a chair.

Is it an elephant?

No, it's a leopard.

Is it a farm?

Yea, it's a farm.

Is it money?

No, it's corn.

b4 ite.

6e. 4 b4 ite.

b4

Abi. 4 b4 104.

154 akwi.

6e. 4 bi

4 bi govi.

Abi. 4 b4 6wu.

4 134 oce.

6e. 4 b4 6ce.

b4 6nyi.

Abi. 4 b4

4 by dgbd.

6e. 4 b4 dgbd.

4 6g6.

Ifibi. 4 b4 414.

11



Is it a knife?

Yes, it's a knife.

Is it cloth?

No, it's a bag.

Is it a fish?

No, it's an animal.

Is it kola nuts?

No, it's salt.

&mi.

6e. § b4

ibi. b4 akpa.

tiz4.

§ b4 Anti.

4 bg 010
§ b4 Anu.

Drill 2. The forms for 'you' (speaking to one person only) and
'I' behave like the froms for 'he-she-it' and 'they' in that they
have step tone in statements and low tone in questions. Note,
however, that the form for 'I' consists of two parts: /i/ before
the verb plus /th/ after the verb. It is the two parts together
that correspond to 'I'; either without the other is meaningless.
Win these forms and a few new verbs you can put together a va-
riety of other questions and answers like the following:

Did be see a rat?

No, he saw a squirrel.

Did he see any animals?

Yes, he saw an elephant.

oke.

thba. ¢ h4r11 984.

hgrli tinv.

ee.
t

him; enyi.

Did you see a house? 414.

No, I saw a compound. gibe a 114r11 m ezi.

Did you see a chair?

Yes, I saw a chair.

Do you want eggs?

No, I want meat.

Do you want money?

Yes, I want money.

Do you want a knife?

No, I want a cup.

Does he want a pot?

No, he wants a bag.

6ce.

6e. a 1142.11 m 6ce.

c9r9 akwA.

ibex. a c4r9 m /inv.

c9r9 6g6.

ee. a c4r9 m eg6.

c9r9

ffibA. a c4r9 m ik6.

§ c9r9 ite.

tuba. § c4r9 akpa.

12
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Does 'he want corn?

No, he wants fish.

Did she wash the pct?

1es, she washed the pot.

4 c9r9

iba. 4 c9r9 4.z4.

sara ite.

6e. 4 sara ite.

Did you wiash the clothes? 1 sara 4kwa.

Yes, I washed the clothes. 6e. 4 sara m 4kwa.

Did you wash the bag? 1 sara akpa.

Yee, I washed the bag. 6e. A sara m akpa.

Drill 3. Up to this point, the singular pronouns which you have

used have had the following forms:

'he-she-it': /4/ in statements, 74/ in questions.

'you' (one): /4/ in statements, /1/ in questions.

/A .., M/ in statements, (71 11/ in questions).

With the verbs that are introduced in this drill, the vowels of

these pronouns are respectively /0, i, e/ instead of /9, 4, a/.

Pay careful attention to the pronunciation; the distinction will

be explained in the Notes at the end of this lesson. While the

variation in vowels in these pronouns i,s most important, note that

the form for 'they' (/h4/ in statements. /ha/ in questions) is in-

variable as far as its vowel is concerned.

Did she cook eggs?

No, she cooked meat.

Did she cook corn?

No, she cooked fish.

6 sirs

MIA. 6 slri gnu}.

6 siri 4k&.

MM. 6 siri 4z4.

Do you have a cup? i lowere ik6.

Yes, I have a cup. 65. 6 ijware m ik6.

Do you have money? i 1were

No, I have salt. diba. 6 'were m &nu.

Do you have meat?

No, I have fish.

Did you hide the money?

Yes, I hid the money.

i lowere 4.214.

MIA. 6 loware m 4z4.

i zoro

6e. 6 zoro m 6g6.

13



Did he hide the knife?

Yes, he hid the knife.

5 zoro ima.

4e. 6 zoro time.

Do they have kola nuts? ha illwere 04.

No, they have eggs. ibA. ha ryare akw4.

Did you cook fish? i siri Az4.

Yes, I cooked fish. 6e. 4 siri m 624.

Did they hide the pot? ha zoro ite.

No, they hid the cup. tfibs.. ha zoro ik6.

Does she have cloth? 5 nwere ikwa.

Yes, she has cloth. 6e. 6 ryare 4kwa.

Do you have a bag? i ljwere akpa.

No, I have a pot. iba. a nware m ite.

Drill 4. Once your control of these patterns is accurate in imi-
tation of your model, you can begin to answer questions that are
asked of you. At this stage, you can only answer affirmatively
and repeat the statement with the appropriate pronoun and its
statement tone, or answer negatively and use a different noun in
the answer. But once you are on your own, even with these limi-
ted patterns, it becomes the more important to maintain a con-
scious and accurate control of tone, as well as consonants and
vowels. So limit yourselves to the patterns you have drilled on,
and work for accuracy in your answers. Some questions are given
below to be addressed to students one by one. Do your best to
give a rational answer even if you don't know the precise meaning
of every word. Work without the written materials; of course, a
variety of other questions can be added.

Do you have salt?

Does he have a knife?

Does he want a chair?

Do they want meat?

Did she cook eggs?

Did he hide the cup?

Did you wash the clothes?

Do they have kola nuts?

Did you cook fish?

Did you see a house?

i nwere Anti.

o nwere times .

cgrg (See.

ha c9r9 4n4.

o siri akw4.

o zoro ik6.

sara 4kwa.

he. rwere 01.

i siri 424.

h4r4 414.

.1 4
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Notes:

Each of the verb forms used so far (not counting /b4/ for the

time being) consists of two syllables. The two syllables in any

one form always have the same vowel, and the second syllable al-

ways begins with /r/. Actually, only the first syllable of these
forms represents the stem of the verb -- and at that, other forms

will show that the low tone is not the basic tone of the stem, but

a part of this particular form. So these forms consist of a stem,
plus a suffix made up of In and the vowel of the stem, plus low

tone throughout. For the verbs you have had, these forms are:

h4r4 'saw' sari 'cooked'

c4r9 'want' loware 'have'

'washed'sara zero 'hid'

Most verb forms of this type are translated by an English
"past ", but the verbs meaning 'want' and 'have' refer in this form

to the present. The important thing right now is simply that they
are all one type of form, having the same suffix.

The different vowels in singular pronouns, outlined in Drills

2 and 3 above, depend on the vowel of the verb stem that follows.

Igbo vowels fall Into two groups: /i, e, o, u/ on the one hand,
and /1, a, q, 4/ on the other. In certain combinations, all the
vowels in a sequence must belong to the same group. This is al-
most always true of the two vowels in a noun; there are a few ex-
ceptions, mostly in borrowed words, but check the sequences in the

nouns you have had. This vowel grouping is also invariably fol-
lowed with the three singular pronoun forms. The pronoun 'you',
for example, is always /i/ if the vowel of the verb stem is one of

the group /i, e, o, u/; but it is always /4/ if the vowel of the
verb stem is one of the group /4, a, 9, 9/. It may be convenient
to refer to the second group as "dotted vowels", so long as you
remember that, for this purpose, /a/ is a "dotted" vowel even
though it is not written with a dot under it it corresponds to

/e/ in the "undotted" series. Following this principle of vowel
harmony, the pronoun-plus-verb combinations you can use are the

following, with all the vowels either "undotted" or "dotted":

6 sirs m; i siri; 6 sirs

6 aware m; i lowere; 6 Ilwere

6 zero m; i zero; 6 ioro

A hir4 m; 4 h4r4; § hiir4

a c4r4 n; 4 c§r9; 4 c§r4

A sara m; sara; sara

The form /14/ 'they' does not follow this rule of vowel har-

mony. As you will learn later, this is one of several ways in

which /h6,/, along with the forms for 'we' and 'you (plural)', be-

have like nouns. The three singular pronouns are alike in many
aspects of their behavior, but unlike 'we', 'you (pl.)' and 'they'.



Lesson 3.

The carefully controlled pronunciation that has been the fo-
cus of attention up to this point must not be relaxed even in the
simplest everyday exchanges. Indeed, it is especially in expres-
sions such as greetings and everyday amenities that you must be
particularly careful to avoid expressing your "feelings" in ways
that will merely introduce English intonations that are meaning-
less in Igbo. Igbo consonants, vowels, and above ali tones are
the only sounds that will be recognized by speakers of Igbo when
you attempt to use these expressions. The same principle is, of
course, strikingly ?rue in the pronunciation of proper names. If
you happen to have a name that is commonly mispronounced, you may
have learned to live with frequent errors -- but you'll have to
admit that you're pleased when you hear your name pronounced cor-
rectly. By the same token, painstaking accuracy in pronourcing
Igbo names will do more to make you accepted than perhaps any one
other ability you can acquire.

Dialect variation in the most frequent daily expressions, and
also in proper names, should be expected. Compare the Southern
American "Hey:" roughly corresponding to "Hello:" elsewhere; names
like "Dorothy" and "Margaret" are pronounced with two syllables in
much of the Midwest, but with three syllables elsewhere, and the
vowels may be different as well; the name "Chicago" has a unique
pronunciation in that city itself and within a rather small area
around it. Similarly, the common greetings, farewells, and other
amenities in Igbo vary from place to place, and names also have
varieties of pronunciation. Some of the alternatives for common
expressions are given in the drills below. Proper names are given
with only one form, but don't be surprised if you hear alternative
forms even from your own model in class.

Many of the expressions introduced in this lesson will later
prove to be examples of widespread, productive grammatical con-
structions. For the time being, however, only a minimum of expla-
nation is included -- just enough so that you will not be likely
to misuse the expressions you do learn. There is no need at all
for you to understand all the implications of these expressions
in order to use them easily and correctly.

Drill 1. A number of common greetings center around the question-
word k du/, the basic meaning of which is 'how?' or 'how about ?'.
A common initial exchange of greetings goes as follows:

How ('s everything)?

[It's] fine.

kedd.

4 g ima.

16
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This can be extended to ask specifically "How are you?", with the
answer in the first person:

How are you?

I'm fine.

kedd ka d4. - kedd ka i mere.

A d4 m

A more vigorous response, with something of the force of "Every-
thing'n just grand!", is

§ mike,

A name or term of address must come at the beginning, before the
greeting /kidd/. To address a man older than yourself, or for a
woman to address a man of about her own age, the first of the fol-
lowing expressions is very widely used; in other contexts, /Awl/
means 'father'. Some people also use the second expression:

How's everything, sir?

or

(in response, as before:)

Ana., kedd.

md&z1, kedd.

d4

The following is the standard greeting to a woman whose name you
do not know; although /tine/ as a term of address seems to be rela-
ted to the word /fin6/ 'mother', it is used even for girls much
younger than the person speaking:

How's everything, ma'am?

(in response, again:)

tine, kedd.

d4 &mi.

Although you may learn other general terms of address -- and you
should be careful to find out exactly the limits of their use --
the commonest greetings under other circumstances use peronsal
names. The following are some typical Igbo names, most of them
derived from phrases; they are written here in a way that shows
only the results of certain vowel contractions; the tone mark
indicates a fall from step to low:

Male Female

61654 iew&kaego

ok&fg 1gb &fg

Ok6tkw9 4bAtkw9

twoyar ;3131,60

thaika iditkw9

hue) oriik4

In greeting more than one person, a term of address is unnecessary;
however, the greeting itself is then /kidd n4/.



The following is a 1:oief, typical exchange which can be varied by
using other names or a more specific greeting. Exchanges such as
this should be drilled until they are automatic; but never let
English intonations take the place of Igbo tones:

A. How's

B. Fine.

A. How's

everything, Okoye? A. ok6ye, kedd.

B. § ima.

your family? A. kedd maka Adib6 gl.

B. had ima.B. They're fine.

If you don't know the name of the person you are greeting, you can
greet him in another way and then ask his name:

What's your name?

My name is Nwaka.

Here is another exchange which

or

or

kedi aha gl.

gn b4 aha gl.

aha 131, 4 bl glnl.

aha tfi b4 Naka.

can be varied in several ways:

A.

B.

How'i everything?

Fine.

A.

B.

kedd.

§ 6md.

A. What's your name? A. g/r4 b4 aha g.

B. My name is Okafo. B. Ala tfi b4 Okafg.

A. Please say it again. A. bik6, kwile ya 0§.

B. Okafo. B. &can?.

A. Okafo. Is that good? A. okafg. 4 di, &ma.

B. Fine: B. dl ima.

Drill 2. There are also some specialized greetings for particular
or occasions. One of these begins the following exchange,
continues with another useful get-acquainted gambit:

times
which

A. Good morning.

B. Good morning (repl:- ) .

A. What's your name?

B. My name is Adankwo.

A. Where are you from?

or

B. I'm from Onitsha.

A. 1 bOla ci.

B. a b,Hla m ci.

A. kedd aha g.

B. ahr tfi b4 Adatkwg.

A. &be 61e ka i si.

4b66 ka i si.

B. 6 si m 9r4ca.

18
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A. Please say it slowly.

B. I'm from Onitsha.

A. bik6, kwil6 yi :oway49.

B. 6 si m 9n4ca.

The above conversation can, of course,
rent personal names, and also by using
few such town names.are as follows:

Enugwii

oweri

L6k6ji

be varied by using diffe-
different place names. A

Ontca

Ibtitgwa

Another specialized situation involves greeting a guest; tradi-
tional courtesy includes offering kola nuts, using an expression
that alludes to breaking open a pod (about the size of an acorn
squash) which contains a number of individual kola nuts (each
about the size of a chestnut). This corresponds roughly to our
serving cocktails before dinner. Such an exchange might be:

A. Welcome! (Have you come?) A. 1 bygla.

B. (Reply: Yes.) B. 6e.

A. Come in! A. biti.

B. Thank you. B. Ad64w6.

A. Let me "open kola nuts". A. kg. waa

(or di.6,14.)

If you are welcoming someone who has been away and returned, ano-
ther opening greeting is appropriate:

A. Have you returned?

B. Yes.

A. 4 1491a.

B. 6e.

Drill 3. A few other amenities and farewells should be memorized:

An expression of condolence, used for any circumstance from your
accidentally jostling someone to sympathizing with someone at the
loss of a loved one:

01

A. I'm sorry.

(Reply)

A. Ad6.

B. 6o.

Tell him (her) I'm sorry. A. s yá Ad6.

(Reply) B. 6o.

A farewell after a conversation, a visit, or work together; this
is always appropriate after class:

19
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A. Goodbyes

B. (reply, identical)

A. ka 6 mesya.

B. Ica 6 mesya.

A farewell until the next day; the two expressions given here can
be used in reverse order just as well:

A. Goodnight!

B. Goodnight!

A. ka ci foo. (- ka 6 foo.)

B. ka ci b4§. (- ka i 45.)

Another expression that can be used in parting:'

A. Stay well. A. n4d4 mmd.

B. (Peply form); return well.B. 6o. 16.4 mmli.

With due reverence, but perhaps more frequently than in English,
you can take leave with the following:

A. God bless you. A. Cdkwu ezie

B. (Reply form); and you B. 6o. na gl rwit. ony6 g4.

Two common expressions of compliment (to a single person) are:

"You have done [well]." i meela.

"You have tried." 4 23wagtla.

And just to keep you modest:

A. Do you speak Igto? A. 4 na as4 Igbo.

B. I speak Igbo a little. B. a na m anti Igbo

A. Do you understand Igbo? A. 4 na ant} Igbo.

B. I understand Igbo a little. B. a na m anti Igbo

or

Notes:

You have probably often heard sequences of sounds that do not
seem to match what you see written. Remember that the final autho-
rity is a speaker cf Igbo, not a written transcription. What is
written in these lessons is generally a rather slow, careful speech.
In more rapid speech, vowels are often elided in some combinations;
for example, thc. expression for 'here', written /6be ev, sounds like
/6b6A/. Forms like /ebe A/ are written for two reasons: (1) almost
any Igbo speaker will slow down to such pronunciations if your imi-
tation is not very good, and (2) the transcription is intended among
other things to display the lexical and grammatical components of
each phrase. Learn to speed up to the faster forms, imitating what
you hear no matter what the transcription suggests.
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The spelling /gh/ represents a single consonant which may be
difficult for you. The back of the tongue should be held close
enough to the soft palate to cause audible friction when air pas-
ses that point, but not so close as to stop the flow of air com-
pletely, which is how a /g/ is pronounced.

Doubly-written vowels represent prolonged vowel sounds. Our
English speech patterns create a tendency to make diphthongs out
of such double vowels, but in Igbo the vowel quality must remain
precisely the same throughout. The Igbo /6e/, for example, is
quite different from the ending of either English "day" or the

informal "yeah". Similarly, Igbo /6o/ is quite different from
the English letter-name "0".

In Lesson 2, there was a note about the function of the two
groups of Igbo vowels: /i, e, o, u/ as opposed to /1, a, g,
No effort was made to tell you exactly how to pronounce each one,
because the distinctions involve muscular movements that we are
not used to controlling consciously. Now that you have experi-
mented and perhaps succeeded most of the time, and at least have
gotten used to hearing them, an explanation may be helpful. The

"dotted" vowels of Igbo can also be described as "tense"; they
are produced with the very back or "root" of the tongue slightly
tightened up, narrowing the passage in the upper throat. The
"undotted" vowels, by contrast, are "lax"; the tongue is more
relaxed during their articulation. Listen to and practice the
following groups of words:

6nyi

oce

6g6

rInu
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Lesson 4.

Some additional vocabulary and a new verbal construction are
introduced in this lesson. As you learn the new construction,
you will find it necessary to learn also a new tonal shape for

two of the five tonal types of nouns. This is part of a larger
pattern of tonal alternation that will be introduced one stage at
a time. At each stage, try to establish a clear mental "sound
track" for a few key sentences; the patterns will then eventually
become automatic.

Drill 1. The question-answer exchanges suggested by this drill
all use nouns with low tone throughout. There are obviously many
more possible combinations than those given here; the purpose of

this drill is to prepare you to use any appropriate combination
of verb and noun.

What did he buy?

He bought a pot.

ka § z4r4.

z4r4 ite.

Did she make (mold) a pot? ite.

Yes, she made a pot. ee. ¢ kp4r4 ite.

What did he steal?

He stole a bag.

What did they sell?

They sold a basket.

What did you do?

I killed a monkey.

gn1 ka 6 ztiru.

6 zaru akpa.

gx4 ka ha rere.

ha rere

gn1 ka i mere.

gbdru m elJwe.

Did you reach the town? i ruru obodo.

Yes, I reached the town. ee. 6 ruru m obodo.

What is he buying? g n ka c na az4.

He's buying a pot. 4 ne az4 ite.

What are you making (molding)? gill. ka ha akpli.

I'm making a pot. A ne m akp4 ite.

Is he stealing a bag? 4 na ezd akpa.

No, he's stealing a basket. thbe. ¢ na ezd tkata.
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What are you selling?

I'm selling bread.

g4n4 ki na er6.

4 na m ere icica.

What are you doing? g4n4 ki na ems.

I'm looking for a bed. 4 na m ac4 ikwa.

Are they buying bread? hi na azi ic4ca.

No, they're buying beans. dibi. hi nit az4 igwa.

Drill 2. In this similar drill, all the nouns are in the group

that you have learned as low-step. They appear with those tones

in the first set of questions and answers below, using the "past"

construction. In the second set, however, all such nouns have

the tones step-same. This is a perfectly regular alternation
under definable circumstances.

What did he do?

He killed a rat.

Did you see the compound?

Yes, I saw the compound.

What did you buy?

I bought eggs.

Did he wash the cups?

No, he took a bath.

Did he tell a lie?

Yes, he told a lie.

g4n4 kilt 6 mere.

6 gbaru oki.

4 hijri ezi.

6e. 4 h4rti m ezi.

g4n4 Jul 4 mini.

4 z4rti m akwi.

4 sera ik6.

4 sire ah4.

844 as4.

6e. 4 sIrt as4.

Did they eat avocados? hi rara ub6.

Yes, they ate avocados. 6e. h& rara ub6.

What is he doing?

He's killing a squirrel.

g4n4 ki ¢ na emi.

na egbi 4sa.

Do you see the compound? 4 na ah4 ezi.

Yes, I see the compound. 6e. 4 ni m ah4 dzi.

Are they selling eggs? hi na er6 ikwa.

No, they're selling avocados. &pi. h& ni er6 dbe.
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Are you washing the cups? 4 na as& iko.

No, I'm taking a bath. Abit. a nit m as& Ahv.

What is he eating? [44 ki ne ate.

He's eating eggs. ne ate Akwa.

Are they telling lies? ha na as1 481.

Yes, they're telling lies. 6e. h& na asl Asl.

Drill 3. In this drill, all the nouns are in the group you have
learned as step-same. Again, they appear in the "past" construc-
tion with the tones as you have learned them. But in the second
set of exchanges below, all such nouns have the tones same-step.
This is another regular alternation, the conditions for which
will be explained after you see more of the evidence.

What did you see?

I saw an elephant.

What did she do?

She cooked soup.

Did she eat (food)?

Yes, she ate meat.

What did you buy?

I bought a chair.

411 ki 11411.

A hi r14 m 6nyi.

(gig. ki 6 mere.

6 tere ofe.

6 riri Ari.

6e. 6 riri

g#1 kit / z4r14.

A m*4214 m 6ce.

Did she cook cassava? 6 sirs ikpv.

No, she cooked meat. Abe.. 6 sirs env.

Did he carry a mat?

Yes, he carried a mat.

6 buru

ie. 6 bAru Ate.

What do you see? 411 Id. ne ah4.

I see an elephant. a na m ah4 enyi.

Are you cooking soup? / na ete ofe.

No, I'm cooking meat. Abi. a na m esi any}.

Are they eating? ha na eri nri.

Yes, they're eating cassava. 6e. hA ne ate akpi.
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Is he selling salt?

No, he's selling meat.

Is he killing an animal?

Yes, he's killing a goat.

Is he carrying a mat?

Yes, he's carrying a mat.

na er6 rind.

Abel. 4 nit er6 ant}.

na egbd ant}.

6e. 4 na egbd ewd.

§ na ebd uti.

6e. 4 na ebd uti.

Drill 4. The next group of nouns are those you have learned with

the tones step-step. In the second se.: of sentences below, these

appear as same-step, exactly like the pattern in Drill 3. These

two tone patterns become identical in this construction. In rea-

lity, same-step in the second Dart of this drill does not repre-

sent a change from step-step at all. These nouns have an initial
step tone after low; if you are already on a step level, the ini-

tial vowel of the noun simply stays there..

Did you see a leopard?

No, I saw a man.

4 Mini 44.

rfiba. A m 1046k6.

Did they steal money? ha zuru

No, they stole kola nuts. rfiba. ha ziru 01.

Did you see a farm?

No, I saw yam stakes.

Did you kill a bee?

No, I killed a beetle.

Did they eat kola nuts?

Yes, they ate kola nuts.

Does he want kola nuts?

No, he wants money.

Do you see a leopard?

No, I see a man.

Is he stealing money?

Yes, he's stealing money.

htirti dgb6.

Aba. 4 m

I gburu 44.

Aba. 6 gbdru m 6b4.

ha tara 04.

6e. h& tara 04.

c9r9 4g.

ibi. 4 c4r9 60.

na ah4 ag4.

Alba. 4 'la m ah4 lOwoke.

§ na ezd ego.

6e. 4 nit ezd eg6.

Do you nee a farm? na ah4 ugbd.

No, I see yam stakes. Abel. A na m ah4 04.
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Is he killing a bee? 4 na egbIl ai4.

No, he's killing a beetle. diba. § na egbli eb6.

Are they eating kola nuts? ha na ata. 9j1.

_Tess th.ey 're eating kola nuts. 6e. ha na ata

Are you looking for kola nuts? 4, na ac§ 9j1,.

No, I'm looking for money. ilba. a na m acei eg6.

Drill 5. The final group of nouns are those you have learned as
step-low. Here again, there is no essential change in the new
construction, though the initial step again turns out to be same
if a step precedes.

What did she cook?

She cooked fish.

She cooked corn.

What did you buy?

I bought cloth.

I bought pepper.

What did he do?

He made (sewed) clothes.

He planted corn.

He went home.

Whom did he call?

He called his friend.

What are you cooking?

I'm cooking fish.

I'm cooking corn.

What are you buying?

I'm buying a knife.

I'm buying pepper.

g4.24 Ica 6 siri.

6 siri

6 siri §ka.

gn4. ka

a z4r4 m

a eirti m 6se.

ig24 kit 6 mere.

kwAra AkwA.

kiln} §ka.

lira 414.

8210 kit § kp4r9.

§ kp4rg enyi.y4.

gn4. ka na esi.

4 nA m esi az4.

A na m esi gkA.

f424 kA na ez4.

a na m az4 mmA.

a na m az4 ose.

What are you doing? ka na emit.

I'm making clothes. a nit m akwei akwa.
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I'm planting corn.

I'm going home.

& m akti

na m al& til§.

Who is he calling? &nye kic 4 nit akg.

He's calling a friend. § ni akp* enyi.

Notes:

Three verbs have been used in this lesson, all translated as
'eat'. They will be cited here in a form called the "infinitive",
of which the second syllable is the verb stem itself. The verb
/iri/ is used with objects that refer to major items of regular
meal diet. The verb /r &/ is used with objects that refer to
soft or juicy foods that can be consumed without much chewing; in
some contexts, 'lick' may be a legitimate translation. The verb
Ati/ is used with objects that refer to foods generally eaten as
snacks; "munch on" might be a good colloquial translation in many
instances.

The word /.b&/ has been translated as 'yam stakes'. There
is no single English word or phrase that will express both the
form and the function indicated by the Igbo word. Although it is
often translated as 'yam barn', there is no fstructure with roof
and walls involved, as the English word 'barn' suggests. The Af-
rican 'yams' referred to are nothing like the small reddish or
yellow tubers which we call by the same name; they are rather a
large, white-meated root which may grow to two or more feet in

length, and up to six inches in diameter. When boiled and mashed,
they cloeely resemble mashed Irish potatoes; they are a little
stiffer in texture and creamier in color. After these yams arc
harvested, they are stored and preserved by being tied in clus-
ters on stakes. A group of such stakes, unroofed (since the yams
need both air and rain) but fenced in for protection against ani-
mal or possibly human marauders, is known as Abet/. The English
phrase 'yam stakes' is merely an effort to suggest in English
what the Igbo word refers to.

The new verbal construction introduced in this lesson may be

labelled "present". In usage, it corresponds to both the English
present ("I'm buying eggs, he's taking a bath, I see a leopard")

and to the English expression for customary action ("He makes

clothes, I sell meat, you tell lies"). The latter may be called
"present" in our grammar books, but it has nothing to do with
what is happening now, but rather with what happens ordinarily,
at noon daily, or whenever one feels like it. Igbo does not make
a distinction between these in the verbal construction itself.

Now take another look at an example of this construction:
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a nit m az4 akwa. I'm buying cloth.

Actually, the verb itself in this construction is mna/. One evi-
dence of this is that the pronominal combination /& lik/ en-

closes only mna/, and excludes that which has to do with buying.
The verb mna/ means something like 'be-with' or 'be-at'; you will
find it later in enoressions of location, and it is also used to
join nouns like the English conjunction 'and' ('with, accompany-
ing'). After this verb /nit/, the form Az4/ is a type of noun;
it is derived from a verb stem meaning 'buy', to be sure, but is
nevertheless a noun. The entire Igbo construction can be reflec-
ted in English by something like 'I am-with a buying of cloth',
or 'I am (occupied) at cloth-buying.' That /az4/ is a kind of
noun will later prove to be important to the description of cer-
tain tonal alternations, though not particularly those you have
already met.

The tonal alternations included in this lesson can be poin-
ted up in the following sentences, taking one noun from each of
the tonal groups you have learned:

Past Present

§ ite. 4 na az4 ite.

6 siri akwa. § na esi akwa. (:)

§ c4r9 6ce. 4 na ac§ oc6. (:)

6 zdru 6g6. § na ezd ego.

6 rare &twit. § na er6 akwit.

First, don't be confused by differences in writing that do
not actually represent alternations in tone. In the first two
tonal types (/ite, akwa/), the initial low tone is not marked if
a low tone precedes, as in the past; this is simply a rule of the
writing system that you have known from the beginning. In the
last three tonal types (/6ce, 6g6, akwa/), the initial tone is
always same after a non-low; of course, this can only be a step,
and is so written, at the beginning of a phrase or after a low
tone, as in the past.

The actual tonal alternations which must be described appear
in the second and third pairs of sentences above, as indicated by
exclamation marks. Tonal alternations occur in certain types of
phrases; limitations and exceptions will be defined as you meet
them. For the time being, the two following statements will suf-
fice for the alternations illustrated above:

(1) Forms with the tones low-step (the type /akweV) have
the alternant tones step-same (/&kwa/) when a non-low tone pre-
cedes. Thus the alternation between fakw4/ and Aikwa/, in the
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appropriate type of phrase, depends solely on the preceding tone.

(2) Forms with the tones step-same (the type /6ce/) have

alternante with a final step, but under somewhat different condi-

tions. The tones same -step ( /oc6/, as in the third sentence on

the right above) likewise occur, in the appropriate type of

phrase, whenever a non-low tone precedes. In addition, however,

the same alternation (but in the form step-step, /6c6/) appears

after a noun ending with low tone; there has been no example of

this as yet, but it constitutes an important addition to the con-

ditions for the alternation described in (1) above.

These and other tonal alternations do, of course, give you

more to remember about the tones of Igbo words. The patterns of

alternation are limited, however, and there are ways of mastering

them so that they will eventually become automatic. This is one

respect, incidentally, in which there is very little difference

among major dialects of Igbo. The following suggestions for

drill will help you to "internalize" these patterns:

a. Take the sample sentences on page 23, or others like

them, and memorize them absolutely cold, vertically and hori-

zontally, so that you can repeat them accurately in rapid suc-

cession; make sure that the tonal identities and contrasts are

unmistakable.

b. Use as a "stimulus" any simple sentence in the past:

pronoun, verb, and obiect. As a response, give the corres-

ponding present form. This can be done even if you do not

know the meaning of the stimulus sentence.

c. Have questions asked in the past, and respond with

an affirmative answer. Then have another student ask the cor-

responding question in tho present, and still another give the

affirmative answer to that.

(Drilling on questions with "What?" and questions with

contradicting answers is useful only if the vocabulary itself

hes been quite thoroughly mastered.)
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Lesson 5.

As longer and more varied sentences are introduced, some new
details of grammar will naturally appear. But such material will
also give you an opportunity to develop fluency and timing, which
are essential to real competence in a new language. At the same
time, of course, there must be no sacrifice of accuracy. If ne-
cessary, drill on portions of sentences separately, and then work
up to the longer combinations.

Drill 1. This drill introduces the forms /anyV 'we' and /dal/
7i313NEen addressing more than one person)'. In many respects,
these and /ha/ 'they' function as nouns in Igbo, rather than mike
the singular pronouns. They do not follow the rules for vowel
harmony, but have invariable vowels. They do, however, take low
tone in questions.

Did they buy food? ha Ari.

Yes, they bought corn and meat. 6e. ha 24/11 §kit na

Did you buy food? Anu Ari.

No, we bought cups and plates. Alba. anyl 24r11 ik6 nit 6fere.

Do we have salt?

Yes, we have salt and pepper.

any} lowere Anu.

6e. itnyl /Nitre Anu nit 6se.

Do we have eggs? amyl r)were akwa.

Yes, you bought eggs yesterday. 6e. akw& eci.

Did they cook food? ha sirs Ari.

Yes, they cooked yams and meat. 6e. ha siri ji na

Are you selling cloth? arm na ere akwa.

No, we're selling yams and cassava. iba. itny4 nk er6 ji na

Are they eating bread? ha na ati Acica.

Yes, they're eating bread and eggs. 6e. ha na at& acica na akwa.

What are we eating?

You're eating yams and fish.

g4n4 ka any na eri.

dna na eri ji na 624.

Do they sell plates? ha na er6 ef6re.

Yes, they sell plates. and spoons. 6e. ha nit er6 efere nit rjgaj4.
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Are you looking for meat?

Yes, we're looking for meat
aad'beans.

Arm na ac4 an4.

6e. anyt na ac4 an4 na agwa.

Drill 2. Several new details are included in this drill. The

singular possessive pronouns and two demonstrative phrases will

give little trouble. In questions, a subject pronoun with low
tone must be used after a noun or noun-phrase subject; but in

statements, the subject pronoun is omitted. A contrasting sub-

ject is introduced by /4 b4/4
The form /n / intro-

ducing expressions of location is a contraction of /n4/; the full
form is rarely heard, and does not retain its own tone.

Is this your pot?

No, that's her pot.

My pot is in the house.

tk6 A g 134 ite gt.

MIA. 4h4 by ite y4.

its A dt n'ime 414.

Is his cup in the house? ik6 y4 4 d4, n'ime 414.

No, his cup is here. Aba. ik6 y4 d4 n'ebe a.

It's my cup that's in the house. 4 b4 ik6 A dt n'ime 414.

Is that my load?

No, this is his load.

Your load is in town.

Is my money over there?

No, this is his money.

Your money is in the pot.

?Ike 4114 9 b4 ibu A.

Abar tk6 a bu ibu y4.

ibu gt dt n'ime abodo.

6g6 m 4 dt n'Obe ahi.

Abel. tic& a b4 ego ya.

6g6 et dt n'ime ite.

Is my hoe in the house? 44 A 4 dt n'ime 414.

No, your hoe is over there. Aba. 4g4 gt dt n'6be ah4.

It's his hoe that's in the house. 4 b4 4g4 yA dt n'ime 1414.

Now you will be asked the following questions; each should be an-

swered with a contradiction and a correction, following the pat-

terns illustrated above:

tk6 a c 134 akpa gt.

akw4 y4 4 dJ, n'ime 414.

Nu, 4h4 g b4 6ce A.

4134 g4 4 dt n'obe ah4.

thzaa A 4 di, n'ime 414.
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Drill 3. A contrasting object, like the contrasting subject il-
lustrated in the preceding drill, is introduced by A b4/. After
the object, however, /ka/ must be used to introduce the subject
and verb. In this construction, the pronoun 'I' is simply /di/
before the verb, rather than the "nplit" form /A ... 1/. The

verb itself has low tone as in ordinary statements.

Did he buy your cow? § min) 6hi

No, it was my goat that he bought. § b4 6wu Ai kA ¢ z4rv.

Is it my basket that you have? § bi flkata ffi ka i ji.

No, your basket is over there. Alba. tkata g d4 n'ebe ah4.

Was it his food that you ate? § Ari ya kit i riri.

No, it was my food that I ate. Alba. ¢ b4 Ari A kit th riri.

Was it my cup that you washed? § ik6 Ai kA sera.

Yes, it was your cup that I washed. 6e. t b4 ik6 g/ kA Ai sera.

Did you hide my money? 3. zoro 6g6 m.

No, it was my money that I hid. Abit. § b4 6g6 m ka Ai zoro.

Is he selling his goat? § na er6 ewd ya.

No, it 's his cow that he 's selling. gibe, § b4 6hi yi kit ¢ nit ere.

Are you looking for your knife?

No, my knife is in the house.

na ac§ mmi

dibit. dim& Ai d/ n'ime v14.

Are you washing his clothes? / na asi akw& yi.

No, it 's your clothes I'm washing. &b&. § bi Akwil gl ka Ai na asti.

Are you looking for your bag? na so§ 5-kpa g.

No, it' s my money I'm looking for. dibit. ¢ b4 6g6 m kit di na ac§.

Is he buying your knife?

No, it 's my hoe that he's buying.

4 na mmA g/.

&b &. § bi) *1E4 Ai ki 4 ni

Drill 4. The singular object pronouns are added now; they should
not be difficult, because they are identical in form with the
possessive pronouns. In fact, after the verbal noun in the pre-
sent construction, it makes no difference whether the pronoun is
called "object" or "possessive". Note that the expressions intro-
duced by /n'/ refer only to location at a place; after a verb
meaning 'go', expressions referring to place are used by them-
selves.
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A.

B.

A.

B.

A.

B.

Where did Ngbankwo go?

She went to town.

Did you see her there?

No, I saw her at her house.

Did Nwaoye go to the market?

No, he's in my house.

A.

B.

A.

B.

A.

B.

Abe 61e ki 13gbAtkw9 gara.

4 g&ra obodo.

4 hvry y& n'ebe ahi.

Abi. & h4ry m y& n'v14 y &.

hwAny8 9 gara &hya.

Abl. 4 224 n'ime 1;14 A.

He left his money here. 4 heira 6g6 ya n'ebe A.

He's looking for it. 4 n& ac4 y &.

A. Where are you going? A. Abe 61e kit ni agA.

B. I'm going to the market,

I want cassava and eggs.

Please give me money.

B. A n& m agA ahyA.

& c4r9 m Akpv nel akwA.

bik6, ny6 in eg6.

A. I saw you in +he market.

Did you buy food?

A. & h4ry m g n'ahya.

zvtara Ari.

B. No, I bought cloth. B. AWL ; b4 Akw& ka A z4tara.

A. Where is it? A. be 61e kA 4 d4.

B. It's inside the house. B. 4 d4 n'ime v14.

A. Did you see me in town? A. 4 hvry A n'abodo.

B. Yes. Did you go to market? B. 6e. 4 gara &hya.

A. Yes. I bought meat. A. 6e. & zitara m Anv.

I'm cooking it here. A na m esi yA n'ebe &.

Drill 5. An expression for future action is added in this drill.
The pattern is exactly like that for present action, except that
the verbal part of the construction is /g&/ instead of /nA/. You

may also notice -- as you probably have in preceding drills -- a

few other unexpected items. These will be discussed in the Notes
at the end of the lesson; meanwhile, concentrate on the particu-
lar point been stressed in each drill.

A. Where are you going? A. Abe 61e k& ni ag &.

B. I'm going to town. B. & n& m ag& bbodo.

A. Are you going to buy something ?A. 4 ga az4ta ih6.

B. Yee, I'm going to buy bread. B. 6e. & g& m az4ta Actca.
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A.

B.

A.

B.

Do you have money?

My father will give me money.

Is your father at your house?

Yes, my father and my mother

are here.

They're going to eat here.

A.

B.

A.

B.

/2were 6g6.

Ana. A ga eny6 th eg6.

An& gl 4 ncl, n'igg

6e. An& tfi na nn6 A ng

n'ebe A.

hA ga eri nri n'ebe a.

A. What are you going to do? A. g/n1. ki gA em6.

B. I'm going to buy plantains. B. a ga m amita dgede.

A. Are you going to cook them here? A. / ga esi hA n'ebe a.

B. No, I'm going to cook them

at my house.

B. fibs. a gA m esi hA

n'14.4

A. Where is your father? A. ebe 61e k& tine f4

B. He's in the house. B.
t

n4 n'ime glg.

A. I'll wait for him here. A. A ga m ece yA n'ebe a.

B. Please come in. B. bike, batA.

A. Thank you. A. Adeaw6.

A. Is my mother here? A. Pine A 0 ng n'ebe A.

B. No, she's outside. B. thba. § n4 n'ezi.

I'll call her. A ga m akp§ yA.

A. Are you going to town? A. na agA abodo.

B. Yes. B. 6e.

A. Good. I'll look for you

at the market..

A. § d/ thmA. A ga m ac§

n'ahya.

Notes:

1. The singular possessive or object pronouns undergo one tonal
alternation, but it is a simple one. After two step tones with-
out an intervening low, these pronouns have same tone; elsewhere,
their tone is step. Here is a simple example of each combination:

iterfi

iketh

'my pot'

'my cup'

but:

oce !fi 'my chair'

AmA A 'my knifes

ego m 'my money'
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2. The phrases translated as 'here' and 'there' are composed of

a noun plus a demonstrative:

6be ah4 'that place, there', 6be A 'this place, here'

The same demonstratives are used after a noun meaning 'thing' to

express 'this' and 'that'; the tonal difference in the noun re-
presents a type of tonal alternation that will be treated later,

but these phrases can be memorized by themselves:

tjke 4h4 'that (thing)' tk6 a 'this (thing)'

The same demonstratives can also be used after other nouns; an
example that does not involve a tonal alternation is:

6wu ah4 'that goat' 6wu a 'this goat'

3. The contraction /n' /, from /1221/, is used after verbs indica-
ting location, and after expressions of action to indicate the

place at which the action is performed; but it is not used after

verbs of motion when the following place expression refers to the

destination. Compare the following:

dt n'ebe A. It is here.

n* n'ebe A. He (or She) is here.

6 sari 5ri n'ebe a. She cooked here.

but 4 Ora 61.1s, ah4. He went there.

The form /n'/ in expressions of location is undoubtedly` "elated

to the verbal /nil/ in the present construction, and to the form
/na/ which connects nouns and is translated as 'and'. In all ca-

ses, the underlying idea is "association" -- with another noun,
with an action expressed by a verbal nouns or with a place in the

case of location. There can be no confusion, since the differen-
ces are clearly expressed by what follows. However, it is most
important to note that /ni/ is not the equivalent of English 'and'
under all circumstances; it cannot be used in Igbo to join two

verbs.

4. The construction for a contrasting subject, introduced in

Drill 2 of this lesson, is further illustrated in the following:

b4 anyt gkra 6bodo.

4 b4 any4 u n'ebe a.

b4 anyt aga Obodo.

b4 anyt a aga 6bodo.
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It is we who went to town.

It is we who are here.

It is we who are going to town.

It is we who will go to town.
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5. The construction for a contrasting object, introduced in Drill

3 of this lesson, differs in that /kA/ is used after the contras-

ted word or phrase; in the rest of the sentence, the pronoun 'I'

is /61/ alone. Examples of this construction are:

b4 AkwA ygi kA tfi sAra.

4 b4 Age m kA i ji.

b4 any kA ha h4r4.

It was his clothes that I washed.

It's my money that you have.

It was us that they saw.

A similar contrastive construction, but without /§ b4/ in the
first two examples, and with /§ 134/ optional in the third, is il-

lustrated in the following sentences with question words:

kedd ka d4.

ebe 61e kA ha n4.

(4 134) gr4 ka nA eine.

How are you?

Where are they?

What are you doing?

6. You have now had a number of very common verbal expressions
that do not come under the definitions of what you know as "past"

or "present" or "future". They have probably given you little
trouble, but they are pointed out here as examples of a construc-
tion that you will also meet with some other verbs. For example:

b4 (ite)

4 d (n'ebe a)

4 n4 (n'ebe a)

6 ji (6g6)

6 si (412114.ca)

§ nit (age.)

4 gA (age.)

36

it is (a pot)

it is (here)

he (or she) is (here)

he has (money)

he is from (Onitsha)

he is (going)

he is on the point of (going)
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Although two of these are used only as parts of fuller verbal con-
structions, they parallel the other examples. In each case, what
is significant about the construction is the use of the verb stem,

with no prefix or suffix, with low tone. The construction illus-
trated by all of these may be labelled "stative". The stative ex-
presses a situation. Tha emphasis is not on time, nor on action
or motion, but rather on a simple description of the status quo.
Important contrasts between the stative and other constructions
will turn up later.

7. Three Igbo verbs have, in one way or another, been translated
by the English verb "be". They are quite different in igbo, how-
ever. First, the verb /d/ (here cited in the "infinitive" form)
means "be located"; it is used only for inanimate subjects. For
an animate subject (person or animal), the verb /1114/ is used in-
stead, though some dialects use AdV in all cases. By contrast
with both of these, //b4/ is a verb meaning 'be described as' or
'be identified as'. Keep the following contrasts clearly in mind:

d4 n'ebe A.

§ ntl? n'ebe a.

b4 ite.

It is here.

He (or She, or It of an

animal) is here.

It is a pot.

The verb /1d1/ is also used in quite a different way in expres-
sions like the following:

kedli ki 4.
d; Ama.

kAdd kit d/.

4 d4 m Am4.

How is it?

It's fine.

How are you?

I'm fine.

8. New in this lesson has been the verb at the end of the fol-
lowing sentence:

b4 *eta zfi ka I ji. Is it my basket that you have?

The infinitive form of the verb in question is /iji/; the stem

lias low tore. Another verb commonly translated as 'have' is
/itlw6/. For example, compare the following:

_6 m lokata. I have a basket.

/ij1 /, used in the stative construction, refers to immediate pos-
session -- what one has in his hand or at the moment. In contrast
with this, /flw6/ basically means 'get, receive'; used in the past,
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it refers to what one has already received and therefore possesses
at present. It refers to a more general, not immediate or visi-
ble, possession. Compare the following:

6 ji m ego.

6 riware m ego.

A ga m erild6 ego.

I have money (in hand).

I have money (somewhere).

I will receive money.

9. In previous lessons, you have had the verb /1z4/ translated
as 'buy'. Now you suddenly find forms with the same translation,
but related to an infinitive form /1z4ta/. There is a subtle dif-
ference in meaning. /14/ by itself means 'purchase', without
any indication of what is done with the purchased goods after the
transaction. The longer form Amta/ is the same stem with the
addition of a kind of suffix that will be called a "verbal exten-
sion". This particular extension refers to performing an action
for oneself, or performing an action and coming. Thus Azlita/
means 'buy for oneself' or 'buy and bring'. You will meet this
extension in other combinations, and you will also meet other ex-
tensions with other specialized meanings added to the basic mea-
ning of the stem. You can now see the situational reason for /14/
having been used in the more abstract sentences of earlier lessons,
but meeting /#4ta/ in the practical conversational situations used
in this lesson. There are, of course, many cases in which either
form would be permissible.

10. By way of an interrogative expression indicating location,
you have met the expression /6be 61e/ 'where?', or more literally
'which place?'. You may hear the following alternate expressions,
depending on dialect:

6be 61e ka ¢ na aga. Where is he going?

or eb66 kJ § ne. age.. (ditto)

In areas where /ib66/ is used, you may hear the following further
variations, using a different verb meaning 'go':

41)66 ka i je k9. Where are you going?

or i je kg eb66. (ditto)

In the latter expressions, a verb /1j6/ 'go' is used (in the sta-
tive) instead of the verb /10/ which is normally used in these
lessons. The added form /k4/ is confined to a few expressions of
this sort.
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Lesson 6.

This lesson introduces another group of tonal alternations.

These, rather than being conditioned by something which precedes,

are conditioned by something which follows. Master these alter-

nations one at a time, as spoken patterns rather than as gramma-

tical statements. The statements are given simply to let you
know what you are going to hear, and to assure you that it is not

a mistake.

Drill 1. Verbs with low stem tone can be distinguished from verbs

with step stem tone in the verbal noun, which Is used in the pre-

sent and future constructions. The verbal noun of a verb with

low stem tone has the basic tones step-low. Before a noun which
independently begins with low, a step-low noun has an alternent

with final step. If the following noun is independently low-step,
it takes the alternant form step-same after a non-low (Lesson 4,

pp. 23-24). Trace the alternations in the following examples:

He took a pot.

What is he taking?

He's taking a pot.

She swept the compound.

What is she sweeping?

She's sweeping the compound.

She cut up the meat.

What is she cutting up?

She's cutting up meat.

He took money.

What is he taking?

He's taking money.

He wove cloth.

What is he weaving?

He's weaving cloth.

6 were ite.

(44 ki 6 Al 614.

nA 6w6 ite.

zAra ezi.

grit k& 6 ne AzA.

nA Az& 6zi.

6 bare inv.

gn k& ¢ n& 6134.

nA 6bA 44.

6 were 6g6.

ign1 ki 6 ni ewe.

nA ewe 6g6.

kpira Akwa.

nA ikpi.

n& ikpi ikwi.

Drill 2. In addition to verbal nouns from verbs with low stem

tone, you are familiar with many other nouns which independently

have the tones step-low. These undergo the same alternation: the
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final low becomes step before a noun which independently begins
with low. The forms /enyl/ and /Ana/, though translated by Eng-
lish pronouns, function as nouns in Igbo in phrases of this type.
In fact, /Una/ in some of the following sentences has the alter-
nant /dnd/ under circuustances similar to, but more extensive
than, the usual alternation of step-low to step-step.

Did you wash your clothes?

Yes, we washed our clothes.

Where did you buy your clothes?

We bought our clothes in Onitsha.

Where are your knives?

Our knives are in our house.

What's your monkey's name?

His name is Joe.

What is that?

That's my monkey's house.

Did you wash the bottom of that cup?

Yes, I washed the bottom of it.

Did you wash the bottom of that pot?

Yes, I washed the bottom of it.

Will you give them your house?

Yes, we'll give them our house.

Are your children in town?

No, our children are at our house.

anu sara &kwe tine.

6e. Any/ sara &kw& Anyt.

6be 61e lc& dnd z4r4 &kw& dna.

any/ z4r4 dkrni Ann n*tca.

6be 61e ki thmi And d.

IhmA Anyt d/ n'ime v14 Any

glnl ki 114 aolowe gl b4.

&hi y4 b4 "jod".

glnl h4 Ake Ah4.

b4 41* esiowe I.

sara ik6 iko a}4.

6e. a sara m ike yA.

sara Ike ite 414.

6e. a size m ike yA.

anu ga eny6 hA 1414 dna.

Se. Any/ gi eny6 hA 9141 Any,.

41114 dna ha n9 n'obodo.

Abe, limit Any n§ n'411 Ann.

Drill 3. Another tonal alternation can be stated in identical
terms for another tonal type of noun: before a noun which inde-
pendently begins with low, a low-low noun has an alternant with
final step. A wide variety of examples of this alternation would
involve rather unusual vocabulary which is of no immediate prac-
tical value. A common occurrence of the pattern, however, is
found in a noun which is independently low-low, followed by the
possessive /Any/i. Another is a low-low noun followed by the de-
monstrative /A/. In fact, the phrase /tk6 a/ 'this (thing)' is
an example of just this alternation; compare Ake 44/. Other
examples are as follows:
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Where did he go?

He went to our town.

Is that your rope?

Yes, that's our rope.

Did she wash this pot?

Yes, she washed the pot and the cup.

Is there corn in this bag?

No, there's rice in it.

Where did you buy this basket?

I bought it in town.

Is this your town?

No, our town is Onitsha.

Is that their bed?

No, that's our bed.

6be 61e ki gira.

§ gira obod6

tke 6114 9 124 4d9 dna.

6e. tjke 414 bi d4 ainyt.

4 sara it6 a.

6e. ¢ sara ite na ik6.

§ki 9 di n'ime akpti a.

osikapa d4 n'ime

6be 61e ki z4ri i3katei A.

z4r4 m yd n'abodo.

tk6 i 9 b4 obodo dna.

Alba. abod6 inn b4 9n1ca.

tjke Ah4 9 b4 akwa h&.

Alba. Jke b4 akwi Any

Drill 4. The third alternation conditioned by what follows is
somewhat different; it will probably also be easier to remember.
In nouns, step-step has the alternant step-same before a noun with
any tone. This means that nouns with the tones step-step become
identical with nouns with the tones step-same before another noun.
Remember that these two also merge after a non-low tone or a noun
ending with low tone; both are step-step; see Lesson 4, p. 24.
The two alternations described earlier in this lesson are restric-
ted to occurrences before nouns which independently begin with
low tone; the alternation we are now concerned with occurs before
all nouns, including those which begin with a non-low tone.

Is this your money?

No, it's your (pl.) money.

Is that his farm?

No, that's our farm.

Did he steal (a theft)?

Yes, he stole (a theft of) money.

Is that your father 's yam stakes?

No, it 's my yam stakes.

tk6 A 9 b4 6g6 g4.

bi Ego una.

bite ih4 9 b4 dgb6 ya.

tke 4114 b4 dgbo Any .

a zuru 6ri.

6e. 6 zaru 6ri eg6.

tke ih4 9 b4 ¢ba and g4.

Alba. ¢ b4 m.
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Is this Ngbaoye 's stirring spoon? tk6 & q bv 6ku 35gbaoya.

Yes, it's her stirring spoon. 6e. b4 6k6 ya.

Did you reach the top of the hill? I ruru 61u ugwth

Yea, I reached the top of it. 6e. 6 ruru m 61a ya.

It is important to note right here that, in this par-
ticular combination, the possessive /hg/ 'their' be-
haves like the singular possessive pronouns, not like
the plural possessive nouns /Amyl/ and /dna/. In se-
veral other circumstances which you will meet, /h4/
patterns with /inyV and /dni1/, in contrast with the
singular pronoun forms. Note the restrictions in the
occurrence of the alternation step-step to step-same
in the following phrases:

6g6 m 'my money' Ego any4 'our money'

6136.4 'your (s.) money' Ego unit 'your (pi.) money'

eg6 ya 'his money' ego ah4 'that money'

eg6 ha 'their money' ego A 'this money'

4224 ya 'its price' 4224 ji 'price of yams'

Drill 5. By way of reviewing all of the tonal alternations that
have been introduced up to this point, a number of model senten-
ces are given below. After each one, several substitutions are
suggested, Make the substitutions indicated, with whatever tonal
alternations are necessary.

(1) A. ga m ite. (3) tk6 44 1.
(ik6) (dna)

(6ce) (Amyl)

(0t) (okoye)

(OW
(4) Pike 414 bq obodo yK.

(y4)
(inyl)

(2) ue Ewe y4. (Ana 1)

(an6 1)(Kkpa)

(akwA) (5) 4 b4 6g6 g4.

(1.323)

(eg6) (lina)

(Amit) (h41
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Notes:

A summary of the tonal alternations you have met so far is

given in a series of statements below. The purpose of statements
such as these is simply to give you a frame of reference to help

you learn the spoken patterns, rather than leaving you to remem-
ber what may seem to be isolated examples of capricious irregula-

rities. Be sure to associate each statement with key examples
such as those given, and be prepared for the restrictions and the
extensions of these patterns in other contexts later on.

1. Alternations conditioned by what follows. Examples are:

(1) 4 n& Ewe 6g6.

(2) abodo

(3) 6g6

but:

but:

but:

§ nA 6146 ite.

abod6 Igbo

ego una

1.1. These alternations occur only in nouns -- not, for example,

in verb forms such as /h4r11/.

1.2. These alternations occur only before nouns
ample, before numerals, as you will learn in the
before verbs. The special alternations of /dni/
a quite different type; for the time being, note

-- not, for ex-
next lesson, nor
to /dnd/ are of
them one by one.

1.3. The first two of these alternations, as illustrated above,

occur only before nouns which independently begin with low tone.
In addition to the above, be sure to memorize the following, in
which /Anyt/ has the alternation /inn/ covered by the statements

in 2 below:

(1) 4l4

(2) abodo

but: 414 any4

but: abod6 &ny3,

1.4. The third of these alternations occurs before nouns with any
initial tone; review the illustrations on page 37.

2. Alternations conditioned by what precedes. Examples are:

(1) 4 c4r9 ik6,

(2) z c4r9 Amp

but: § nA ac4 iko.

§ na 6w6 iko. (see 1.3 above)

but: ¢ nA ac4 an4.

nA 6wA An4.

2.1. These alternations occur in more than one type of form --

not only in nouns, which have been the ordinary examples, but at
least in numerals as well, as you will learn in the next lesson.
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2.2. These alternations occur in some types of phrases, but not
in all. The examples you have had use a noun before the word
which displays the alternation, but this is not necessary. Some
verb forms could occur in the same position. However, these al-
ternations do not occur after the past, nor -- as you will learn
later -- after an infinitive or a negative.

2.3. The first of these alternations occurs only after a step
tone; if the preceding word independently ends in low tone, it
must be a noun, and then its final tone has already changed to
step according to the rule in 1.3 above.

2.4. The second of these alternations also occurs after nouns
which end with low; the preceding noun does not alter.

The tonal alternations described above are the commonest and
most important alternations in Igbo. Alternations of at least two
other types occur. One is characteristic of a few verbal construc-
tions; anotbc2 serves to mark relative clauses. In fact, the low
tone of pronouns in questions is still another, though limited,
type of tonal alternation. Don't start worrying that you will get
all of these confused. Since they have entirely different func-
tions, each can be learned in its own context. The one thing that
is absolutely essential, now and later, is to be aware of what is
going on and to master the patterns; and the only way to start is
by learning individual examples. The fact that tones change does
not mean that tone is unimportant; on the contrary, the alterna-
tions are rigidly controlled by statable rules, and must be a part
of your accurate control.

As a result of this set of tonal alternations, certain mergers
of tonal types are found. If you first hear a new word in an envi-
ronment where its basic tone is ambiguous, you must be aware that
you cannot use it in other contexts until you know more about it.
For example, in this lesson you met the phrase /elu ugwd/ 'top of
the hill' -- the town name Anugwd/ is a dialectal alternant of
this phrase. Another use of the first word, in /eld yi/, showed
that the word for 'top' has the basic tones step-step, not step-
same. But you have heard nothing to tell you whether the word for
'hill' is step-same (/dgwu/, the actual basic form) or step-step;
after a non-low tone, either step-same or step-step has a final
step. Or suppose you were to hear the phrase /4k1A 41134/ 'our bas-
ket' (a special type of basket is referred to); you should be aware
that you cannot use the noun independently, or with 'my' or 'his',
until you find out whether its independent tone is low-step or low-
low; this is the condition -- before a noun which independently be-
gins with low -- under which low-low has the alternant low-step,
and is indistinguishable from a basic low-step. Actually, the word
in question is /4kp4/, but you would have to hear it by itself or
in a phrase like /4kpa 1/ to be sure.

The following tonal mergers take place; the contrasting tones.
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are on the left, the merged tones on the right:

6 lorware 6g6

6 13wire my

4g6 ya

an}} yi

ite yi

ik6 yi

ni ac§ eg6

§ nit ac4 an4

6go uni

Anti unit

ate &nyi

ik6 &tin

A comment on the psychology of language learning may be help-
ful. On the day you first learn something in any new language,
it doesn't sink in very deeply. Speaking a language means acqui-
ring habits, and habits aren't formed in a moment or in a day.
The habits will not come without any effort at all, but it is also
true that no amount of effort can establish them instantly. If

you keep at it, these alternations will become second nature in

about a week. Don't expect to have them at your tongue-tip much
sooner.



Lesson 7.

This lesson introduces the number words from one through
twenty. The reason such common and useful words have not been
used before is that nouns with numerals involve some of the to-
nal alternations you have learned in other phrases, but not all
of them. Now that you have worked with the widest variety of to-
nal alternations, it will be easier to handle the more restricted
alternations involving numerals.

Drill 1. Even in such a seemingly simple matter as counting,
there are dialect differences in Igbo. For most of the numerals,
there is not enough variation to confuse you under any circum-
stances. For "one", however, a form from the Onitsha area, but
often heard elsewhere, is listed in parentheses below. In the
case of "nine", two quite different forms are both used in fairly
large areas, and are listed as alternants. Use whichever one you
hear more commonly; if you hear both of them frequently, it won't
be hard to learn to use both. Learn the forms through ten by re-
peating each one individually, then in groups of three or four,
and finally the entire series. Don't worry about counting rapid-
ly above ten. Be sure not to let the counting sound like reci-
ting a list in English; the falling tones in "six" and "seven"
must go all the way to low, and "ten" at the end of the series
ends with a step tone -- which for English would give the impres-
sion that ycu are going to continue.

one

two

three

four

five

six

seven

eight

nine

ten

6tA (3fd) eleven iri ni 6tA

twelve iri n& ablia

At4 thirteen iri ni at

In§ fourteen iri n& an4

is6 fifteen iri ni is6

isi sixteen iri ni isi

asi seventeen iri ni as&

&sat* eighteen iri na asit4

iten&An1 / it6ghete nineteen iri ni itenatini

iri twenty *pi (Onitsha dru)

Drill 2. The words for "one" and
fer in usage from all the others.
means something like "a Unit", and
same way that "score" is a noun in
nouns are used before another noun

"twenty" in the above list dif-
They are nouns: /6tA/ really
/41w/ is a noun in somewhat the
English. These two numerical
; all of the others, which are
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numerals and not nouns, are used after a noun. As nouns, /6t11/
and /4gv/ undergo precisely the tonal alternations you would ex-
pect; the following noun also undergoes whatever alternation may
be appropriate. Thus the following sentences merely illustrate
some of the very alternations that you have been learning.

H bniught one knife.

He gave me one penny.

They have twenty fish.

There are twenty houses in this town.

We sold one chair.

He has one goat.

That man owns twenty cows.

There are twenty chairs in the
schoolhouse.

I saw one leopard in the bush.

I will give you one shilling.

They paid me twenty shillings for it.

He bought twenty kola nuts.

I bought one basket in the market.

There's one bed in that house.

We saw twenty pots in the market.

They sold twenty baskets today.

He bought one cup in the market.

I eat one egg every morning.

There are twenty cups in my house.

They gave us twenty eggs.

zi)tara (sta Ama.

6 nyere ota k4p4.

hi ware 4gij azi.

§gli v14 di n'ime 6bod6 a.

inyi rare dta 6c6.

6 were btu 6wd.

low6ke ah4 were clgv ehi.

4gv oci d4 n'ime v14 ikwiikwv.

h4rvm 6ti Agg n'vhya.

I gi m eny6 g otil ego.

hi kw4ry th vgv eg6 mike. yi.

§ z4=1 4gv cj .

z421) m dtd tkata n'ihya.

dtd ikwa di n'ime v14.014.

inyi h4r1; *In ite n'ihya.

hi rare 4gv tjkata tad.

4 z4ry dtd iko n'ahya.

ni m eri otd ikwa kw& vt4t4.

4gtj fko dl n'ime v14 1.

h& nyare any ggi ikwa.

Drill 3. In many dialects, the numeral "two" has a special form
after nouns, which we will use. It is /niibvf; like other forma
with the tones step-low, this is invariable after a noun. The

remaining numerals all begin with low in counting; after nouns,

they have the tonal alternants you have learned to expect after

a non-low tone. However, nouns with final low tone retain their
basic tones before numerals; they do not have the alternants that

you have learned to use before nouns with initial low. Only one

alternation occurs in nouns before numerals: step-step has the

alternant step same. Check each alternation in the following:
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They killed two cows in town. ha gbaru ehi naabv n' obodo.

There are three goats in the compound . ewu at9 d4 n'ime ezi.

There are four chairs in our house. 6ce ging d n'ime 9.1§

They brought six loads today.

They killed two leopards in the bush

I'll pay you four shillings for it.

We bought 7s worth of meat.

He paid five shillings for meat.

I ate two eggs today.

There are five cups in our house.

I will cook eight eggs this morning.

She washed those ten cups.

There are two beds in that house.

They brought three bags.

They made seven pots this month.

I saw nine monkeys in the bush today.

There are two houses there.

There are eight knives in the bag.

A (certain) man gave us nine fish.

We brought ten hoes.

ha biltere ibu isi tai.

. ha gbilru Ag4 naab9 n'§hya.

A ga m akw4 g/ ego An make

any/ z4tara And ego Asa.

§ kw4r4 Ago ise mika Anti.

yd

6 riri m akwA naabli tAa.

ik6 Ise d4 n'ime 41§ Any/.

A ga m esi Akwa Asat§ n'llt4t4 a.

. sara ik6 iri ah4.

akwa ntiab9 d4 n'ime 111* 614.

has watera akpa at§.

ha kp4r9 ite as& n'ilolowa a.

A h4r9 m el2we itenaan n'9hya taa.

41* nAab9 di, n'ebe ah4.

dims Emit§ d n'ime akpa.

6tA /3w6k6 nyare any az4 itenaanl,.

any/ watara §g4 iri.

Drill 4. Go through the sentences in the preceding drill again,
this time saying each sentence first as it is given, and then a
second time subtracting one from each numeral. This will also
give you more practice in the use of the numerical noun 'one'.

Drill 5. The above materials can now be applied to conversational
exchanges. These can be varied almost indefinitely, of course.
Notice that /ale/ 'how many' or 'how much' works just like a nu-
meral. There are several miscellaneous details in these exchanges
which can best be learned as isolated expressions for the time
being; in most cases, the patterns to which they belong will be
introduced within the next few lessons. After practicing on these
exchanges, you can work out similar conversations on your own with
a considerable degree of freedom.
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A.

B.

Are you going to go to mar-

ket today?

Yes, I'm going to go right

now.

A.

B.

I, ga ag4 ahy4 tea..

6e. & gA m agA agbli A,

A. What are you going to buy? A. 8124 k& g& az4.

B. I'm going to buy four mea-

sures of rice.

B. a gA m &zita iko Osikapa

4n9.

A. Fine. Buy some meat and

beans too.

A. 4 di, AmA. z4tAkwa and, nel

agwa.

B. I don't have much money. B. 6 j1gh m nnikwu eg6.

A. I gave you twelve shillings

this morning.

A. 6 nyAre m gl ego iri n&

ab4a n'l4t4t4 a.

B. It's all gone. B. 0 gw4la..

A. How much are eggs? A. Akw& g bid Ego 61e.

B. Thruppence each. B. 102-9, t4r9.

A. That's too much. A. 4 (gra 04.

I'll give you tuppence for

one.

4 g& m eny6 gl k4p4 n4abli

maka 6ti.

B. O.K. Give me the money. B. 4 ell AmA. wAtA eg6.

A. I want six. Here's the money. A. a c§r9 m isi. wAr6 eg6.

Okoye went to the market.

He bought three cups of rice.

He bought one cup for thruppenee.

He paid 9d for three cups*

He bought meat, too.

He paid 3s for the meat.

&dye gara

z4r9 ik6 &ding* at9.

4 z4r9 dtd iko Org.

kw4r9 nab maka ik6 4t9.

0 z4takwara Amy.

kw4r9 Ago A.t9 mAka Any.

A. Where did Okoye go? A. kaidd ebe ek6y6 gAra.

B. He went to market. B. ¢ gAra ihya.

A. What did he do there? A. g4n kA 6 mire n'Obe ah4.

B. He bought rice and meat. B. 4 zitara osikapa nA inv.

A. How much did he pay? A. Sego 61e k& ¢ kw4r4.
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B. He paid nine pence for rice. B. 4 kw4r9 nal mAka osikapa.

He paid three shillings for meat. kw4r9 ego 44 make 4119.

A. Where is Okoye going? A. ebee kA Ok6ye ni agd.

B. He's going to the market. B. 4 nit age, ahy&.

A. What is he going to do there? A. glnl kA gA eme n'ebe ahi.

B. He's going to buy rice and meat. B. 4 gA az4 6sikapa na in9.

I gave him five shillings. é nyere m yd ego Ise.

A. For how much are you sellingrice?A. ego 61e kA nit ere 6sikapa.

B. It's three cups for one shilling. B. § b4 ik6 dt9, 6tu 44;6.

A. That's too much. A. 9 dAra 4114. (- d/ 4119 ike.)

Reduce it for me. beere ffi eg6.

Let me give you sixpence. kA i nye sisi.

B. Give me ninepence. B. nye i nal.

A. O.K.. Here's the money. A. ¢ dI 6ma. were eg6.

Notes:

1. The following is the essential vocabulary needed to handle the
monetary system in Igbo. The word for a "pound" (02.80 currently)
is taken from English, and you may hear it with varying degrees of
approximation to the English form. Say it as you hear it. Many
of the other words in this group are also borrowed, but are more
fully assimilated. On the basis of this vocabulary, you can fi-
gure cut how to express any amount you are likely to need. For
amounts such as seven pence, some speakers may prefer the simple
noun plus numeral to the phrase given below.

1/2d: Af4 3d: t§r9

ld: 41)4 6d: sisi

1 1/2d: k4p4 na 414 9d: n41

2d: 41)4 nfiAb9 ls: 6ta eg6

Or 6ta still/

7d: sisi na k4p4

3/6 ego 4t9 nA sisi

2. There have been a few instances of new verbal constructions
introduced in this lesson. For the time being, learn them as
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isolated forms; the patterns for them will be introduced later,

and then you can apply the patterns to other verbs. Note even
now, however, that the following do not fit any patterns you have

previously learned.

It's all gone.

Hero's the money.

Give me the money.

Reduce the price for me.

Let me give you sixpence.

I don't have much money.

gw4la.

were eg6. (lit., take money)

watt' eg6. (lit., bring money)

beere tfi eg6.

la In nye

jighi m nndkwu eg6.

3. One of the verb forms above, /watt' /, is derived from the verb
/iwa/ 'pick up, take', with the verbal extension which you have
met also in /zita /; again, the extension reflects the idea of ac-
tion for or toward oneself; the combination means 'bring'. The

form /basire/ includes another extension, consisting of /r/ plus
the preceding vowel, indicating action done for someone; the stem

is /bI/ 'cut'. The form /z4tAkwa/, an imperative like /watt'/, in-
cludes still another extension, /kW; this refers to doing some-
thing in addition to what was previously mentioned. E.g.,

Buy meat and beans, too. zilt&kwa ang ni agwa.

He bought meat, too. § z4takwara Ani.

4. In Lesson 6, p. 35, it was noted that /dnd/ in some sentences
had the alternant form /dnd/, somewhat like the alternation of

step-low to step-step in noun-noun phrases, but under more wide-
spread circumstances which were not further defined. In this les-
son, there have been two more examples of the same type:

kada ebe &dye era. Where did Okoye go?

41346 kA 01E654 nit eget. Where is Okoye going?

Although this alternation is identical in form with the one you
have learned in phrases like /&h& abodo/ 'the name of the town',
the conditions are different. As defined in Lesson 6, this al-
ternation takes place in a noun, and only before a noun beginning

with low tone. In sentences like the above, this alternation oc-
curs at the end of a noun or noun phrase, before a verb beginning
with low tone. The full statement for this alternation is this:
step-low becomes step-step at the end of the subject of a verb,
before low tone in the verb, if something other than the subject
begins the sentence. In the examples you have had, a place ex-
pression begins the sentence; it could as well be a time expres-
sion, or a contrasted object. Under the same circumstances, the
alternation of low-low to low-step occurs, but not the alterna-
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tion of step-step to step-same. Here are some of the crucial ex-
amples which will set the pattern for you:

g4i4 kit dnil mere.

kA dnd nA erne.

g44 k& OkdyE ga emo.

What did you do?

What are you doing?

What will Okoye do?

g4n1 ki elowe ni erf. What does a monkey eat?

but 44 ki ág4 ni erf. What does a leopard eat?

5. In sentences ending with a locative expression introduced by
/n'/, the locative does not take the tonal alternations that are
found with other words. For example:

4 11411; any4 n'ahya. He saw us in the market.

(not /n'ahy &/)
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Lesson 8.

You are already familiar with the "infinitive" as the form

by which a verb may be cited. In this lesson, some uses of the
infinitive are introduced, along. with the tonal phenomena that

accompany it. A major negative construction is also added. The

new vocabulary items that are introduced should be practiced in
constructions you have had earlier as well as in these sentences.

Drill 1. The basic tone of a verb stem is either step or low.

The infinitive is formed with a prefix /1/ or /1/ (depending on

vowel harmony, of course). The tones of the entire infinitive
forms are thus either step-step (e.g., /#4/ 'to buy') or step-

low (e.g., AEA/ 'to sweep'). In this drill, infinitives are
used only before forms whose tones do not change depending on

what precedes. There can be no change after low in any case.

I want to go to town.

They want to go to Onitsha.

We

He

He

We

want to buy two pots.

wants to sell four baskets.

came to see you.

came to Oweri to buy clothes.

He went to his farm to plant corn.

He went to the store to buy soap.

I'm about to do the wash.

He 's about to call them.

He began to look for his money.

They began to plant corn today.

I can do it.

Can we eat five plantains?

She 's about to sweep the compound.

Can you out up this meat?

He began to weave this cloth today.

I want to sweep the house today.

They want to follow us.

He 's about to enter the house.

They began to sing.

c*r9 m 44g obodo.

hi c*r9 ga Onlca.

An5q qr9 /z4 ite naAb9.

§ c§r9 ira tkata an4.

§ byAra V111 gl.

An:4 byAra Oweri z4 akwa.

4 gira dgb6 ya cikA.

4 Ora 41* Maya ,z4

A nA m ac4 twit akwA.

4 nA ac4 4,kp4 ha.

6 bidoroc4 eg6 ya.

ha bidoro #4 'Oa tie..

6 wire m ike im6 ya.

Anyl Zjwere ike iri agede is6.

4 nA ac4 tza ezi.

i were ike ibI tint} a.

6 bidoro IkpA &kwei a t6A.

c4ro m #6 41* tá i.

ha c*r9 iso an3q.

4 nA ac40 b& n'414.

ha bidoro 4b4 ab4.



Drill 2. Two possible combinations were avoided in the preceding
drill: a step-tone infinitive followed by a form whose independent
tones are either step-same or low-step. These are, of course, the
two types of forms whose tones have alternants conditioned by what
precedes (Lesson 4, esp. pp. 23-24). In the description of the
alternations for such forms, a careful reservation was made: these
alternations occur "in certain types of phrases". The sequence of
an infinitive followed by a noun is not one of the types of phra-
ses in which the alternations you have learned occur:. Instead,
forms with step-same remain unchanged (which means, of course,
that they have the shape same-same after a non-low tone); however,
there is a strange alternation for low-step: after an infinitive
ending with step, low-step has the alternant same-same. Thus the
two types represented by /enyi/ and /1k6/ become identical after
an infinitive with final step. The following illustrates only
this pair of combinations.

I went to the market to buy meat.

Okoye wants to go to market.

He's about to take a bath.

(cf. He took a bath.

(and He's taking a bath.

He began to work today.

(cf. He worked.

(and He is working.

They came to see us.

We want to buy two cups.

Can you eat five eggs?

A gara m Ahya anv.

ok6ye cqr9 gA ahya.

I na ac§

§ sara ah4.)

§ na ass 44.)

6 bidoro vry taa.

§ r4ry Irv.)

I na are} 9r4.)

114 byara phi} any.

any qrq Im4 iko naabv.

unu I)were ike iri akwa ise.

He went to the store to buy something. ¢ Ora 414 4hy4

(cf. He bought something. t zalry. ihe.)

(and He will buy something. t ga az4 ihe.)

I want to wash my hands. 4 c.;.rq m isA aka di.

(cf. I washed my hands. sara m Aka di.)

(and I'm washing my hands. 4 na m asd aka m.)

He wants to read that book. c cOry 12;11 akwilkwq ah4.

(cf. He read that book. t dry. 4kw4kw9 ah4.

(and He's reading that book. t !la ag4 akwlkwq al4.)

She 's beginning to cook the meat.

I want to sell this book.

He went to his farm to plant rice.

na ebido isi any}.

A c*rq m ire akwilkw9 A.

gara dgb6 ya Vol osikapa.
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Drill 3. The verbal constructions which you have learned to use

can all be negated by the use of a verbal suffix with the form
/ght/ after a step-tone verb stem or /gbt/ after a low-tone verb
stem. The verb stem itself, no matter what its basic tone, has

step tone in the negative. The (singular) pronominal elements
before the verb, surprisingly, have low tone as they do in ques-

tions; negative questions are rare in Igbo, and are expressed in
roundabout ways rather than by a tone change in the pronoun. The

past and stative are not distinguished in the negative. The tones

of noun objects after the negative pattern just as they do after

an infinitive: step-same and low-step fall together in the form
same-same after step.

He doesn't want that cloth. 4 0(04 akwei ah4.

I didn't go to Onitsha yesterday. a gdght m rLica 6ci.

I didn't see your father there. a hlight m nnA gt n'ebe ah4.

He doesn't have any money. 8 1)w4gh4 ego 041a.

It isn't in the house. s dtght n'ime 914.

You didn't go to market today. gight ahya taA.

I didn't read that book. a glght m akw9kw9 ah4.

I didn't write a letter today. 6 d6ght m akw9kw9 tag..

He didn't take a bath. 4 sight ahi1.

You didn't buy eggs yesterday. t z4ght akwa eci.

It isn't my cup. 4 blight iko A.

He isn't from Oweri. 8 sight oweri.

I don't want to go to the store. a Oght m tgd 914 4hyd.

He didn't plant corn yesterday. 4 kigh4 9kA 6ci.

It's no good. 4 dtght mmd.

I don't have one shilling.

He isn't in the house.

He didn't take his money.

You didn't fan the fire.

4 fight m btu 46.

4 might n'ime 914.

o w6ght 6g6 ya.

flight 4k9.

I didn't weave this cloth today. a kpright m dkwa a t&A.

She came today, but she didn't ¢ byAra tdA, ma 9 might ezi.

sweep the compound.

He bought meat, but he didn't 4 z4tara Mini, ma g 1)604 yi.

cut it up.

I don't have my book. a jight m ikw9kwg. A.
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Drill 4. In the present and future, it is the verbal part of the
construction, which appears as /na/ and Agt/ in the affirmative,
that takes the negative suffix /gill/. After this negated verbal
part of the construction, the verbal noun undergoes no tonal al-
ternation -- not even the alternation described for object nouns
in the preceding drill. This, then, is the simplest of the nega-
tive constructions. However, we are still confined to singular
pronoun subjects. The combination of the verbal noun with a fol-
lowing object noun includes, of course, instances of the tonal
alternations you learned first.

She's not doing the wash.

He came here today, but he's not

going to eat here.

I'm not working right now.

I'm not reading this book.

I'm working today, but I'm not

going to work tomorrow.

I'm not going to go to the store.

I'm going to go to town, but I'm

not going to buy anything.

He went to his farm, but he's

not going to plant rice today.

She's here, but she isn't

sweeping the compound.

I'll buy the meat, but I'm not

going to cut it up.

I'm not going to follow you.

He isn't singing now, but he's

going to sing.

4 nAghl AsA akwa.

byara ebe A tAa, ma 9 gAghl

eri nri n'ebe A.

a nAghl m art} grit Agbd a.
A nAghl m ag4 akw4kw9 A.

A na m art} 9r0 taa, ma a gA-

m Ar0 grit eci.

A gAgh/ m agA v10 AhyA.

A ga m agA abodo, ma a gAghl m

Az4 ihe.

0 gAra tigb6 ya, ma 9 gAghl

ak4 6sikapa taa

0 n4 n'ebe a, ma 9 nAghl

azA ezi.

A ga m azilta anti, ma a gAs,h1 m

ebe yA.

A gAghl m eso Unit.

4 nAgh/ ab4 Ab4 ugbti a, ma

0 ga Ab4 Ab4.

Drill 5. When a noun (including /any1/, /unit /, and /h& /) is used
as the subject in a negative construction, a vowel prefiA is used
before the verb stem. This prefix always has r low tone -- it
is same after a non-low tone, step after low -- 1 the vowel is
/a/ or /e/ depending on vowel harmony. After this prefix, the
verb stem has its stem tone -- step or low -- and the negative
suffix continues on the same tone. (In the case of /any//, /unit /,
and /h4/, you may hear alternints in which these forms have low
tone throughout; then the prefix has low tone also, and the se-
quence of verb stem plus negative suffix has step-step or step-
low depending on the stem tone If the verb.)
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Okoye didn't work yesterday.

We didn't see that house.

They didn't go to the market.

You didn't cook plantains.

We didn't buy meat today.

They didn't do the wash yesterday.

They went to their farm, but

they didn't plant corn.

That isn't our house.

This isn't my book.

My book isn't in my house.

My father didn't come here today.

My father isn't here, but he

will come tomorrow.

We didn't sweep the compound.

They didn't cut up the meat.

You didn't follow us.

We're not about to go to town.

They aren't going to go to the store.

You aren't reading your books.

Okoye isn't going to come to

school today.

They aren't following us.

They're here, but they're not

sweeping the compound'.

Notes:

Okeya Ar4ght vie eci.

Anyt ah4ght v10 Ah4 .

hA agAght ahya.

Ana &right agede.

Anyt az4gh4 ant} teak.

h& asight akwa eci.

hA era dgb6 ha, ma hA ak4gh4

OcA.

tke Ah4 Ab4ght j1¢ Any

tke a abighi akwlikw9 A.

Alcvnikw9 A agght n'ime A.

Ani A abyAgh4 ebe a t& &.

Ani an§ght n' ebe &, ma

ga aby& eci.

Any4. azaght ezi.

hd °bight Anti.

dnu Asoght any4.

any4 anAght &a¢ tgi abodo.

h& ag &gh4, Aga v10.AhyA.

dna AnA04 &g4 akwilkw9 una.

okoya &by& 4] Akw4kw9

taa.

ha anAght es6

hA nO n' ebe a, ma ha anAght

azA ezi.

The dialect variation mentirmed at the beginning of Drill 5

above is probably the most important variation in negatives with-
in what is generally known as "Central" Igbo. If you learn the
forms as transcribed in these materials, you will be understood
by anyone who claims to know "Central" Igbo. If you hear the va-
riation described above, it will probably give you little diff:i-

culty in understanding, and you can learn the alternative pattern
without much trouble. Ir. the two columns below, the significant
variations are illustrated with a few key examples. Identify the
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pattern you hear most commonly, and try to apply it consistently:

Any/ aztighl akwi.

tinti &sigh/ akwA.

h& agAght ahya.

&lay/ azight ezi.

dna 68613' any/.

hi ebeg4 Anti.

Any/ aztigh/ akwA.

Anu asAght akwA.

hi agAgh/ ahya.

Any/ azAgh/ ezi.

Anu es6ght any/.

hd ebAghl Anti.

In the case of the singular pronouns, the pattern given in
Drill 3 above appears to be the most common, though it seems to
parallel the second rather than the first column of the plurals
above. Conversely, you may occasionally hear the singular pro-
nouns with step tone in the negative; the alternatives are just
the reverse of the pattern given above. If you should hear the
forms in the right-hand column below, you will understand them
easily; and you can learn to use them by analogy with the major
plural pattern introduced in Drill 5:

i gig/ m ahya.

3 sAgh/ akwi.

4 gAghl ahya.

A z&gh m ezi.

i s6gh/

8 bAgh/ Any}.

A gAghl m ahya.

844 akwA.

§ gAght ahya.

aght m ezi.

i (38134 tit.

6 14134 Anti.

Somewhat farther from the relatively simple patterns intro-
duced in these materials, you will hear other negative construc-
tions characteristic of one or another area. In southern dia-
lects, a negative particle AA/ is used in some constructions in
place of ighl/; the dialects in question have some nasalized vo-
wels which are not typical of all the dialects represented in our
"compromise" form of Igbo, and this neotive particle is usually
nasalized, so that we might write it /hi/. The rules for tone ap-
pear to be the same as for /g4/. At the other extreme, in Oni-
tsha, a negative particle /r§/ is used in many negative construc-
tions. The two columns below compare our "compromise" Igbo with
the dialect of Onitsha in a few sentences:

A 6134 m ahya.

4 s&gh4 akwi.

&Or* m afya.

4 stir§ akwi.

Although the various dialects of Igbo -- which admittedly
represent a variation probably greater than repr.-sentad by Ameri-
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can, British, Scottish, and other English dialects -- show a re-
markable variation in negative constructions, it is encouraging

to know that each dialect shows a rather consistent patterning of

such constructions. Once you learn a few ke" forms, the remai-
ning forms fit into place quite consistently. If you are exposed

to a form of Igbo quite different from the "compromise" represen-
ted in these materials, watch out for a few basic distinctions
which may be made:

I) (Singular) pronouns versus plural forms for "we, you,
they".

2) Noun subjects: do they pattern like the plurals "we,
you, they", or do the latter pattern like the singu-
lars and other noun subjects differently?

3) Different verbal constructions: does the stative form
its negative differently from the past, or the same?
(As you learn other verbal constructions, check each
one in the negative.)

4) Is /614/ (or /ght/) used in a given construction, or is
/hi/ or /r4/ preferred?

If you ask questions such as these -- of yourself, by find-

ing out how the negatives of various constructions are expressed --

you should be able to learn first to understand the negatives in

any dialect. Second, you can learn to use the local forms, al-
though the forms given in these lessons will be almost universally

understood in any case.

Suggestions for further drill:

The more perfectly you master the patterns of Igbo pronuncia-
tion and grammar by way of imitation and understanding, the more
important it becomes to apply these patterns in expressions which
you can construct for yourself. On your own or with the help of
your instructional staff, prepare in English additional sentences,
restricting yourself to the vocabulary you have learned, to illus-
trate the Igbo patterns you have learned. Important combinations
include the following:

1) Present and future constructions using verbs with objects.

2) Constructions requiring an Igbo infinitive.

3) Past or stative negatives, including both step-tone and
low-tone verb stems.

4) Present and future negatives involving any type of sen-
tence.
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Lesson 9.

Most of the tonal alternations characteristic of Igbo, and
certainly all of the major ones, have been introduced by now. It
has been necessary thus far to control very carefully the types
of sentences you should use, in order to avoid confusion while
mastering the unexpected tonal alternations. Now, however, a wi-
der variety of constructions can be used, and more complex senten-
ces can be handled. This lesson represents the beginning of what
can be a rapid expansion in your use of the language.

Drill 1. The imperative: regular simple verbs. A typical Igbo
verb stem consists of a single syllable. With a few exceptions,
including some common verbs, there is a regular formation for the
imperative. First, the verb stem itself has low tone in all cases.
Second, there is a suffix, consisting of a vowel which has step
tone. Thus the full imperative form has a rising melody, from low
tone with the stem to step tone with the suffix. The vowel of the
suffix depends on the vowel of the stem, according to the following
rules:

After /i/ or /u/, the suffix vowel is /e/. E.g.,

3i6 and 'cook meat' sae gka 'pound corn'

(after /u/, some speakers use /o/: 8116 9kA)

After /1/ or /4/, the suffix vowel is /a/. E.g.,

p4A yti 'sharpen it' giti ye 'read it'

(after /4/, some speakers use /4/: g4§ ye)

After the low vowels /e, o, a, g/, the suffix vowel is the same
as the stem vowel. E.g.,

me6 yi 'do it' too ye 'praise him'

sem akwa 'wash the clothes' c4§ ye 'look for him'

In giving an order to one person only, imperative forms like the
illustrations above are used, without a pronoun. In giving an or-
der to more than one person, the shortened pronoun form /n4/ (re-
lated to /drill/ or /44/) is used after the verb.

Some of the following commands will be obvious from the vocabulary
you have already had. Others involve new vocabulary items, some of
which you will find more useful in the imperative, as here, than in
any other construction. Useful commands should be memorized as
items in their own right, but be sure you can react to the situation
by using either the singular or plural as required.
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Do it now.

(same, plural:)

Say it again.

Wash your hands.

(same, plural:)

Please sweep the compound today.

Go home.

(same, plural:)

Get in the houses

Please look for my book.

Eat your (pl.) dinner.

Read (pl.) this book next week.

Take ('drink') this medicine.

Ask your teacher about it.

(same, plural:)

Hid this money in the house.

ma6 yA dgbu A.

ma6 n4 yA dgbu 1.

kwil6 yA 4z4.

six& akA g4.

sag 224 Aka una.

bik6, ziA Azi tea.

IAA 414 (4).

leiA n4 414 (Ana).

biA n'414.

bik6, c44 akw4kw9 A.

ri6 214 Ari una.

AA n4 Akwiikw9 g n'izd 4z4.

134A ggw4 a.

jig onye ikuzi g4 binyere yA.

jig 6nye Jokdzi una banyere yA.

zoo ego a n'ime 414.

Drill 2. The imperative: irregular verbs. A few verbs have trre-
gular imperative forms, at least as alternatives to the regular

forms. These simply have to be memorized one by one; fortunately
there aren't many of them, and some are so commonly used that they

will not be difficult to remember. In some cases, the irregular
imperative is simply the verb stem; in some cases, there is a suf-

fix consisting of /r/ plus the stem vowel; in two cases a rising
tone accompanies /wa/ or /ya/ very much as if it were /41t/ or AA/.
Alternative imperatives are indicated for some of the following;

these are all of the major irregular imperatives.

Please call your mother.

Answer me.

Show me the way.

Give me three shillings.

Please follow (pl.) me.

Take your book.

Wait here.

Wait for me there.

Tell him again.

Come here.

Come (pl.) to my house.

bik6, kp4 nn6 g4. ( kp4(5)

zA (- ziA)

zi A 4z4.

nye tfi sh4l4 at4.

bik6, e8r6 1. (- s66)

were akw4kw9 gl.

care n'ebe A.

care A n'ebe

gg yA 04.

by ebe a.

byi n4 414 A.
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Drill 3. Verbs are frequently used with an extension which indi-
cates that the action is performed for someone; the next word --
or the word after the /1/ of the first person singular subject or
the /4/ of the plural imperative -- indicates the person for whom
the action is performed. Apart from tone, this extension is iden-
tical with the past suffix: In plus the preceding vowel. In the
past, this suffix and the past suffix completely coalesce; there
is only one /-rV/, it has low tone, and the only way in this
construction can be recognized is by the following reference to
the person benefited. In all constructions other than the past,
however, this extension follows the rest of the verb form, inclu-
ding the vowel suffix of the imperative. (This is also true of
the extension /kwa/, but not of all extensions, as will be seen
later.) Note for yourself the tones of the verbal noun and the
infinitive for each verb stem tone.

There is one further peculiarity involved in this construc-
tion. If the verb form ends with a low tone (e.g., in the past),
the final noun or pronoun object undergoes the expected tonal al-
ternations after the noun or pronoun indicating the person bene-
fited. But if the verb form ends with a non-low tone, the final
object behaves as it would after an infinitive: a pronoun object
has same tone, and nouns whose independent tones are either step-
same or low-step have the tones same-same.

He is working for me. * na ariiry to titry.

They are doing it for us. h4 na emere Anyl ya.

I will sing you a song. 4 ga m 4b4r* g/

I will tell you (pl.) a story. 4 ga m ak *r9 una 4kyky.

He is reading them a book. ¢ ni agiiry hd akwykw9.

She 's sweeping the compound for me. * na Azar& th ezi.

They worked for us. h4 rip-4 any 9r4.

She swept the compound for me. * zara rfi 6zi.

She cooked food for my father. 6 siri Ana th nri.

She sewed this cloth for me. g kweass dt akw4 a.

I wrote a letter for my mother. 6 dere m nn6 tfi akw4kwy.

I cooked this soup for myself. 6 tire m orjw6 th ofe a.

I want to work for you (pl.) , 4 c*r9 m IrYry unli 41-4.

He began to tell us a story. 6 bidoro tk*ry any4 akyky.

They began to sing us a song. h& bidoro any abi).

My father wants to do it for you. Ana cc)r9 /m6re gl ya.

I want to cook soup for you & c*ry m itdre gt ofe.

Can you cut your meat for yourself? i were ike ibere olaw6 gl any.

(32
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Please cook food for me. bik6, ei6re th nri.

Sing. (pl.) us a song. b4iira n4 anyl ab4.

Please call your father for m. bik6, kp4r9 nn& gl. (- kp44r9)

Ask your teacher about it for me. *Ira di onye ]Oknzi gt banyare yi.

Please sweep the house for us today. bik6, zattra Any4 414 tá&.

Please write a letter for me. bik6, dare di akw9kw9.

Drill 4. The imperative; other verbal bases. As was noted above,
the extension /kwa/ works just like /rV/; in the imperative, for

example, it follows the full imperative form of the verb, including

the suffix. Examples are included below. However, the extension
/ta/ and some other extensions behave differently. In the impera-
tive, there is no suffix; the typical imperative tone sequence low-

step is used, but the low tone accompanies the verb stem, and the
high tone accompanies the extension rather than a vowel suffix.

In addition to simple verbal stems plus extensions, there are
other two-syllable verbal bases which will later be described more

fully as compound verbs. A compound verb is distinguished by the
fact that each syllable of the base is itself a verb in its own

right. Until you know a good deal more vocabulary, you will not
always be able to tell whether a two-syllable base is a compound

or a simple verb with an extension; nor does it matter. The impor-
tant pcirt at present is that, in the imperative, the first stem

does not take a suffix. Actually, the entire two-syllable base has
the appropriate vowel suffix after the vowels /i/ and /u/, but not

after any other vowels.

When /kwa/ and /rV/ are both used after a verb, the meaning

can be ambiguous. For example, /siakwara th anti/ can mean either
'Cook meat too (as well as rice) for me' or 'Cook meat for me too

(as well as for him)'.

Sweep the house, too. zaikwa

Please lcnk (pl.) for my book too. bik6, c§§kwa n4 akw4kw4

Read that book too. dakwa akw4kw9 ahi.

Cook fish for them, too. siakwara ha az4.

Please wash our clothes for us too. bik6, satikwara Amyl.

Please bring my book. bik6, watd akw4kw9

(same, plural:) bik6, wet& n4 akw9kw9 th.

Buy beans, fish, and palm oil. zit& agwa, Az4, n& mm&n4

Please bring (pl.) twenty chairs bik6, batit n4 4g4 oc6 n'ime 414

into the schoolhouse. ikw4kw9.
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Eat up (pl.) all the food.

Please buy salt and palm oil

for us.

Buy fish and pepper, too.

Bring me a chair, too.

Please bring (pl.) your teacher

your books tomorrow, too.

Please

Please

Please

Please

close the door.

close the door for me.

open the door.

open the door for him.

Cover the pot.

59

rice n4 ziri niile.

bik6, z4t4ra Amyl nnu na

mm4nli *kw4.

z4t4kwa az4 na 6se.

bat4kwara A oce.

bik6, witikwara n4 6nye rjkuzi

unu 4kwlikw9 una eci.

bik6,

bik6,

bik6,

bik6,

kwacie 4z4.

kwaciere A

magh4

magh4re ye. liz4.

kpacie Ite.

Drill 5. A verbal construction somewhat similar to the imperative
in both form and meaning is the "hortative"; the term indicates
urging that something be done. In the first person plural, this
construction parallels the English 'Let's do it'. In the third
person singular or plural, the usual English parallels are para-
phrases like 'He should do it', 'He'd better do it', 'Have him do
it'. In the first person singular, 'I'd better do it' is a good
equivalent. This construction is not normally used in the second
person; the imperative replaces it.

Before discussing the form of this construction, a careful
statement about equivalences between languages is in order. Be-
cause of the unfortunate traditions of English teaching, with an
emphasis on archaic literary usage, speakers of Igbo have gene-
rally been taught that the English equivalent of the hortative
/kA 4 gaa/ is 'Let him go'. In modern conversational English,
however, 'Let him go' expresses permission, and that is not the
meaning of the Igbo hortative. We still use 'let' with a really
hortative meaning only in somewhat formal situations, as 'Let
f_t be said here and now', or in literary quotations like 'Let
lint who is without sin cast the first stone'. The urging or sug-
gestion expressed by the Igbo hortative is much better reflected
i-. English by 'He should do it'. To some speakers of Igbo, this
and all of our other translations seem much too strong. The prob-
lem %s not in the English equivalents used here, nor is there a
dan.., r. that you will not understand the Igbo construction proper-
ly. The problem, if any. arises simply from the difference be-
tween the literary English taught in schools and the modern col-
loquial English that we speak natively.

In form, the Igbo hortative can be simply defined on the ba-
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sis of the first two sentences below. It is introduced by /kA/
The subject (pronoun or noun) is normal except that 'I' is /i1/ be-
fore the verb instead of the split form. The verb form is identi-
cal with the imperative if the verb stem (or the first stem in the
case of the extended verbs and compounds introduced so far) has
low tone; but if the verb stem (or first stem) has step tone, then
the entire verb form has same tone after non-low.

(So far, no two-syllable bases have been used in which the
second stem independently has low tone. When these are intro-
duced later, some additional tone sequences will also appear.)

To make a question out of a hortative, /0 b9/ 'is it (that)?'
is used before the complete hortative construction.

Let', kit anyl zAti yi.

Let'z kg anyl rie yg.

L. s ;.own this morning.

Let'e etc-;e home to-Ay.

Let's give him food.

Let 's buy oranges for ourselves too.

He should cook yams and meat.

He should cook soup, too.

They should do the wash for us.

He should

Have your

He should

take this knife.

father pay for it.

close that door, too.

He should take this medicine

kg

kg

ki

ka

any4 gaa 8bodo n'9t0t4 a.

any4 n§§ tad.

any4 nye yi nri.

any4 z9akwara 61)we gnyl Oromei

kg 6 sie ji ni

ki 6 teekwa ofe.

kg hg saara Any4 akwA.

kA 6 ware mm& A.

ki Ani g kwva igw4 ya.

kg 0 kwiciekwa 9z0 &110.

now. ki 0 via 9gw4 A ugbd A,

He should drink lots of water too. kit 4 Wakwa mmiri rinne.

Your children should eat lots of meat.kg. 4m4 fina rie an4 rinne.

Should I cook rice today?

Should we bring you our books?

Should I call my father?

Shall we open the door?

Should we read this book next

week?

Should I come this afternoon?

Should he do it again?

§ b9 ka th sie osikapa tag.

0 b9 ka any4 watdra g akw9kw9 inyi.

b4 ka zfi kp9 nni di. (- kp99)

0 b9 ka zmyl meghe 9z0.

b9 ka any4 g a akw1kw9

n'imd 0§.

b9 ka d bya n'ithihye a.

0 b9 ka 6 mee yi §z§.

,5
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Drill 6. The hortative is also used (in all persons) in another
convenient construction. You have learned how to say things like
'I want to do it': /A c0.9 m imb ya/. In all such instances with
the infinitive, the subject wants himself to perform the desired
action, not someone else. If one person wants another to do some-
thing, the hortative is used; the first sentence below might be
awkwardly translated as 'I want that he go to market'.

I want him to go to market. a c4r9 m ka ¢ gaa ahyA.

I want you to look for oranges a c4r9 m ka 4 c99 4r9mi nA

and bananas in the market. 6nere n'tihya.

He wants me to give him money. § c4r9 ka it nye yA eg6.

He wants us to show him the way. § c4r9 ka any4 zi yA 4z4.

Iwant you (pl.) to wait forme here. a c4r9 m ka tfnu care th n'ebe A.

I want them to buy palm oil for a c4r9 m ka ha z9takwara tfi

me too. mman9

Do you (pl.) waist me to do the inau c9r9 ka th saakwara unti

wash for you today too? AkwA tii.

Our teacher wants us to read this 6nye rjktizi any4. c4r9 ka any4

book next week. g9a akw9kw9 a 4z§.

He also wants us to tell a story § c4kwara ka any4 k99 aktik9

in Igbo. n'Igbo.

I want you to sweep the compound a c4r9 m ka 4 zAAra tfi ezi

for me this morning. n'llttitti A.

Notes:

Enough verbal bases consisting of more than one syllable --
compounds and verbs with extensions -- have been used by now for
you to begin to feel at home with their uses. A summary of their
forms as illustrated so far is thus in order.

A compound verb consists of two -- and only two -- indepen-
dent verb stems. Either a simple verb or a compound verb may also
have one or more verbal extensions. Among the extensions that have
been used thus far, /kwa/ and /rV/ are unique in that they may bq
used after the vowel suffix of the imperative and hortative. The
extensions /ta te/ and /ca/, along with verb stems used as the
second member of compounds, are always joined directly to the pre-
ceding stem; the imperative or hortative vowel suffix follows the
entire base if the base ends in one of the vowels /i/ or /u/.

The extensions used up to this point, and also the stems that
have been used as the second members of compounds, must all be ta-
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ken as having inherently step tone. In other words, the only com-

binations you have had in two-syllable bases are of forms whose in-

herent tones are either step-plus-step or low-plus-step. In some
constructions (e.g., past and imperative), these two sequences are
not distinguishable. In other constructions (e.g., infinitive, ver-
bal noun, and hortative) the two sequences differ. The following

is a summary of the possible combinations in constructions you have
had; Igbo illustrations are given without English equivalento, but

be sure you know the meaning in each case.

Step plus step Low plus step

Infinitive: ¢ c4r9 #seta ya ¢ cgrs, iwata yg

Verbal noun: ¢ ni as4ta yi 6 ni &At& yi

Hortative: ki ¢ zeta yi ki 6 wet& yd

Imperative:

Past:

z4ta yd

s4tara yi

wati yi

6 waters yi

When you compare the above forms with those of simple verbs,
there is actually only one detail that is at all unusual: the in-
finitive of a low-plus-step combination ends with low tone; jiwita/.

Now study carefully once more the explanatory materials at the

beginning of each drill in this l'sson. There is a reason for every
detail mentioned; be sure you understand what the reason is, and
practice constructing relevant sentences by way of illustration.

Practice by listening to Igbo sentences like those in this les-
son at random, and make sure you understand them. Try also covering

up the Igbo side on each page, and make sure you can respond accu-
rately in Igbo with an equivalent for each English sentence.
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Lesson 10;

Additional verbal constructions are introduced in this lesson.
In addition to drilling on the illustrations given here, try to ap-
ply these new patterns to other situations you have learned to talk
about in Igbo.

Drill 1. The new verbal construction introduced here will be la-
belled "completive". It expresses an action that is complete, and
the effects of which are a present state. In many cases, the clo-
sest English equivalent is the so-called "perfect", as in 'She has
cooked food (and the food is therefore in a cooked state now)'. In
other cases, however, English describes the present state rather
than the action that produced it, as in 'It is dry', where Igbo can
only use a verb and say 'It has dried (and is now dry)'. In this
drill, only the singular subject pronouns will be used; they are in
the form you know best. The verbal base has its stem tone. After
the base is a suffix, the full form of which is /-Vlal. The first
vowel of the suffix is exactly the same as in the imperative and
hortative; it is missing after the same small group of irregular
verbs, and after bases of more than one syllable if they end with a
vowel other than /i/ or /u/. The suffix is on a same level after
a step-tone stem, and on a step level after a low-tone stem.

Note: it may be that some speakers include the vowel of the
completive suffix after all compound bases. Some speakers may also
use both forms with a difference in meaning. Without the vowel
(where it is missing according to the above rule), a given sentence
may mean 'I have sent him home (and he is presumably there now)';
with the suffix, the same sentence may mean 'I have sent him home
(at some time or other, perhaps more than once, but he may have
returned here)'.

She has cooked food.

She has swept the compound.

I have called my father.

Have you come? (a greeting)

I have seen all the people.

6 siela nri.

4 zMla (kJ.

Akpl9laInn &I.

bygla.

A hIlla :ft ndi mmAd4 nille.

He has brought bananas and oranges.6 wAtila unAre na

Has he eaten the meat?

Have you shut the door?

He has opened the door.

He is dead.

It is dry.

It's all gone.

3 ricala s,114,

kwacinla vz4.

6 m4ghela 4z4.

4 Kiw491a.

491a.

4 gw4la.
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Drill 2. When the completive is used with a noun subject (inclu-
ding 'we, you-pl., they'), the verb form begins with a vowel pre-
fix, /a/ or /e/ depending on vowel harmony. In the following, the
tone of this vowel is written as identical with the preceding tone.
Some speakerls, however, use step tone after low. You will also
find in th';, drill some new expressions in which a verb plus an
object, or * tUbject plus a verb, corresponds to a single English
word. Some of these, like the expression for being tired, are rea-
sonably analyzable. Others, like the expression for drying (with
reference to grass or other living things), ere combinations that
should simply be learned as such without attmnpting to assign a
meaning to each element. In some Much cases, the noun and verb are
etymologically related.

Perhaps a more extensive warning is in order. All languages
have elements that are arbitrary and inexplicable. We notice ouch
peculiarities in a new language, but we are generally unconscious
tt:! them in our own. An American learning Igbo may notice that part
of an expression meaning 'dry up' is identical with the verb 'call';;
a native speaker of Igbo can no more explain this coincidence than
most of us can explain the 'goose' in 'gooseberry' (which even his-
torically has nothing at all to do with geese). We may similarly
be puzzled to find an Igbo expression for 'ripen' which seems to
suggest 'ripen a ripening'; but with equal arbitrariness we can
speak in English of 'fighting a fight', but hardly of 'battling a
battle'. It is simply unreasonable to expect every combination of
words to have a facile explanation -- unless you would like to ex-
plain what is meant by buckling a awash, flushing a four9 or timing
a twol

We've finished reading thia book.

Have you (pl.) eaten all the bananas?

Have they done the wash?:

All the people have come.

The clothes are dry,

The grass is dry.

This orange is ripe.

The food is all gone.

I'm tired.

This cloth is torn.

This banana is rotten.

We have brought your books.

My father has paid for it.

They have given me money for food.

We have brought twenty chairs.

iny4 adcala akw4kw9 A.

Ann ericala unere niile

hi aiiala.i*A.

mmAd4 niile aby&la.

AkwA ak§91a.

ith4hya akp421a 13k4.

dromA A aciala.,'

iri

ike th.

&kwei A akttala nki.

'bard A erAela.

An5q ewAtAla akwJkw9 g4.

find A akw4ala vgw§ ya.

hi enyitla I ego mika Ari

Any4 ebAtela 9gv nod.
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Drill 3. The negative construction corresponding in meaning to the
affirmative completive is, in form, a past negative. The only dis-
tinguishing characteristic is that a verbal extension /be/ is added
to the base. Compare the following:

He didn't do it.

He didn't sweep it.

He hasn't done it.

He hasn't swept it.

6 meghl ya.

4 zAghl yA.

6 mebeg4 yA.

zAbeg4 yA.

In all former of this type, including those with complex bases, the
first to of the verbal form is step, and the remainder of the
form im iow throughout, no m:Ltter what stem tones are involved.
Note that this makes it impossible tc distinguish between a prece-
dlng step-tone stem and a low-tone stem. The last sentence above
.;ould alsc mean 'He hasn't answered it', from /4z&/ rather than
/la/ 'sweep'. Remember that verbs with different stem tones have
identical tonal shapes also in the past and imperative.

In the following, examples of this construction are incorpo-
rated in samples of what can now become daily conversation for you.

A. Are you going to market this

afternoon?

B. No. I haven't finished my

work here.

A. 1 ga agA ahyA n'ehihye a.

B. thba. a r4cabeg4 m 4ru di

n'ebe A

A. You'll have time to go right

now.

A. / ga exlwe ehe lgá den_ a.

Thr. clothes aren't dry. Akwa ak4cabegh4.

B. Fine. Do you want me to buy

yams or rice?

B. 4 dl imA. cgrg ka th mita

ji, e4bli osikapa.

A. Buy beans, palm oil, and meat. A.

Here's ten shillings.

z4tA agwa, imam} lokwv, ni An4.

were 61411 iri a.

B. O.K.. E. ¢ dl time.

A. Has your guest come? A. 6nye 9bya dna 9 byAla.

B. 1 haven't seen him.

slut we can wait for him.

B. any/ ah4b6g4 yA.

ma any 13were ike ice ya.

A. Have you eaten? A. anti eriela nri.

B. No. We haven't begun to cook. B. dibEi. any/ ebidobeg4 isi nri.

A. Good. Let's have a drink. A. dl time . ka any mminya.
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Now go back to the simpler examples in the first two a 'lls of this
lesson, and change each affirmative sentence to a negative if it
will make sense. Remember that a question cannot be made negative.

Drill 4. Review the statements in Lesson 9 for the formation of
the hortative. Two key examples are:

ka any4 gaa. Let's go.

kit anyl Let's swe.-p

Now, if the /kit/ is omitted and the rest Q construction left
unchanged, the result is a. construction which we will call the "con-
ditional". A conditional clause such as /Anyl gaa/ may be trans-
lated as 'When we go' or 'If we go'; the reference is always to
something that has not as yet taken -Thlace. If the action r^ferred
to is fully expected, or if a time Is set for it, the conditional
may be preceded by /tgbe/ 'time'. If the action is rather ,
tive, the conditional may be preceded by /* blir4 nal/ 'if it i 'that' .

Note that the English 'When he has eaten' also refers to -.1.4

action that has not as yet taken place; it has nothing to do with
the Igbo completive. The idea of 'finish' is rather expressed in
the Igbo conditional by the verbal extension /c4/.

In these longer complex sentences, work first for accuracy
and smoothness; as you build up to faster speech, be careful to imi-
tate the Igbo timing and rhythm without sacrificiLg act:urac-,)

If you go to market today, gaa ahy& tai, bik6, zIlt&ra th

please buy belt for me. nnu.

If I go to Umuahia tomorrow, I'll A gaa Vani-ihyA Oci, gel m

try to see your fatho:. an& g4.

When your teacher comes, tell him 6nye lokAzi vn0 gwg yi ni

I want to see him. g c4r9 m h4 ya.

When you finish your work, rica 4r4 g5,, inyi gA akpA

talk about it. lOkAtA bAnyAre yd.

When the clothes are dry, bring ikwA k§ca, w6b4tA yA n'ime v1§.

them in the house.

If those ...ranges are ripe, buy ten. aromA al) cAa Aca, zlitA fri.

When you 're rested, come to my house. f zacA ik6, byte vI4 A.

When I get home, I'm going to tgbe A rue v1§, A gA m ant Ahv.

take a bath.



When the sun sets, all the ?gbe Anya anw4 dAA, Adi ugb6

farmers will return home. niile gAL alAci 414 hA.

If I should go to Umuahia next ¢ b9r1,1 nA th gaa Vm4-Ahri n'izA

week, you can go with me. 04, i lowere ike iso ifi ga.

I've never eaten cassava, but a ribeght m Bkpg ib9, ma i sie

if you cook some I'll eat it. Owa, A gA m eri yd.

I've never been to Abakaliki, but a gAbeght m AbAkaliki ma

if I go next month I'll try to 4 b9r9 na th gaa n'eawa 04,

see your family. A gA m Aiwa h4 ndibe g4.

If I have a chance, I want to go Al iwe elle, A c4r9 m gd 44da

to the Western Region next year. Anya arlw4 n'ef4 ;04.

There is one further development flom the form of the
hortative construction. Without the /kA/, as yo% have seen above,
what remains is the conditional. Now drop ot-r !...he subject (pro -

no;n or noun), and what remains is simply the .e:sbal base plus a
suffix where appropriate. This is still anothe- c:onstruction,
which we will call the "consecutive". The consec'..live expresses
an action (or actions) in sequence, after the first.; perfomed b'
the same subject. In English, all such actions are ex.7c:.sed in
the same way: "I came, I saw, I conquered". In Igbo, it is suffi-
cient to express the time or kind of action with the first verb
only; everything after that is expressed by the consecutive con-
struction. This drill is divided into subsections to define and
illustrate a restriction in the use c the consecutive, a further
development of it, and certain alternatives to it.

(1) The simple consecutive, as defined above, is most common-
ly used with the past. When used with the future, the reference
must be actions in mere sequence, not a second action expressing
the purpose of the first. With other constructions, actions tend
to be simultaneous rather than consecutive, and require other means
of expression. In the past, a convenient instance of the consecu-
tive is /mOsya/ followed by another consecutive, meaning that an
actior took place 'and it was done and' another action took place.

I returned home and cooked.

We went to our friend's house

and danced.

We all came to my house last

evening and told storiem.

We ate, and then we read.

We finished our work, and then

we sang songs.

A Lira m 414, sie ite.

An34 gAra 414 enyi Any,

gwue egwA.

any niile byAra 44 I n'Abag

gAra aga, k49 ak4k9.

any riri Ari, mesya g9a akw4kw9.

my r4cara 4r9 Any, mosya

b4A ab4.
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He ate dinner, and then went to 6 riri dri, m66, Oa 1114

see a friend of his. enyi y4.

I'll stay home and write a letter. A gA m An* n'41§ dee akw4kw9.

(2) In the future, a mere sequence of actions more commonly
implies that the first is completed before the second is begun.
This is typically expressed by first using, after the future, the
conditional form /6 mesya/ (with an "impersonal" subject, which
you will also meet elsewhere) 'when it is done', or 'and then'c
After this, it is possible to use either an ordinary future or a
special type of consecutive, which includes a low-tone pronoun or
a low-tone vowel prefix (/a e/) after a noun subject. For the
first person singular, the pronoun may be either /A/ or the 'split'
formIA ... A/ (with step tone accompanying Aft/).

When I get hoo, I'm going to tgbe A rue 44, A gal m eri nri,

eat dinner and then write a 6 mesya a gA m ed6 akw4kw9.

letter. or ... & mesya id6e I akvnikw9.

I'm going to finish reading

this book, and then I'm

going to rest:

I want to finish my work,

and then I'll help you.

or ... 6 mesya I doe akw4I,:w9.

gi m akwiikw9 A, 6 mesya

a 'EA m 6zu ikA.

or ... 6zu6 A ike.

Or zu6 ik6.

A c4r9 m ir4ca 9r4 A, 6 mesya

a gI m eny4re gl aka.

or . 6ny6re A g/ aka.

or ... I ny6re g/ aka.

(3) However, it is also extremely common in the future, even
where English uses "and" to connect two verbs, that a definite ele-
ment of purpose is implied. In such cases, Igbo uses an infinitive
to express the second action, as in the following.

I want to go to market and buy

meat and yams.

Let's go to Maio's house and

look at his pictures.

c§r9 m 10 ahya, 144ta a44

nA ji.

kA an3r uta 414 OkAisti /114

foto yi.

(4) A sequence of actions in the form of commands is expressed
by a series of imperatives; the conditional connective /6 meaya/
may be used to join them if the first action is separately comple-
ted before the second is begun.
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Take this medicine (and ir-nk). w6r6 9gw4 a /310..

Please go to the market and buy bik6, gad ahri z4t4 osa.

pepper.

Finish your work ana then go home. r4c4 9r4 gl, 6 mesya lad 9l*.

Do the wash, and then sweep the sad akwa, 6 mesya zA4 6zi.

compound.

Drill 6. You have learned the use of /fgbe/ 'time' with the con-
ditional to express a future action the time of which is reasonably
certain. The same Abgbe/ can be used with the past construction to
form a subordinate clause referring to a known time in the past:
'When he went' and the like. There is nothing particularly strange
about this, except that the first person singular subject pronoun
must be /th/ instead of the 'split' form; you can construct many
similar sentences on your own. This construction may, however,
sometimes be used before other constructions than the past, inclu-
ding even the future, with reference to a completed action, as
'When he has done it'.

When I saw him, he was eating.

When I went to t(4wn today, I

saw your mother.

When he finished his work, he

went home.

When the sun set, it beg to

rain.

When it began to rain, we came

inside the house.

Notes:

fgbe th h4r9 yd, ¢ nA eri nrl.

fgbe th gAra obodo tAA,

h4r9 m nn6 gl.

fgbe ¢ rilcara 011 ya, gAra

yd.

fgbe Anya a1 ow4 dAra, imiri

bidoro izo.

fgbe mmiri bidoro izo, Anyl

bAtara n'44.

Apart from the constructions that have been specifically de-
scribed in this lesson, your major difficulties are likely to be
with the uses of individual words, and with rather specialized
idiomatic expressions. The following notes deal with a number of
these details.

"Ripen": the sequence /la ica/ is used in some construc-
tions; it is a verb plus object, and the two words are related.
In some constructions, however, the verb alone may be used. Com-
pare, from this lesson:

tiroma a aciala. This orange is ripe.

Oromi ahu coia &ca... If those oram;es are ripe, ...
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"Become dry": two different expressions are used in this les-

son. /4 k49la/ means 'It is dry' with reference to something that
has been made wet with water or other liquid, as clothes that have

been washed. /4 kp491a *4/ means 'It is dry' with reference to
something that naturally contains moisture, particularly plants;
when dry in this sense, they are capable of being burned.

"Or": the expression /m909/ is, in full, /mg 9 b9/, begin-
ning with /mg/ 'but'. The remainder is like a question, 'is it?';
in this case, the deeply underlying force of what we have called
"questions" is evident: such constructions are basically hypothe-
tical statements, and "or" is expressed as 'but it may be'.

Types of personal noun compounds: /6nye 9bya/ has been trans-
lated as 'guest'; under some circumstances 'stranger' or 'visitor'
might be a better equivalent (a fact which gives rise to the com-
mon West African English expression 'my stranger' for 'my guest').
/6nye/ means 'person' in a number of compounds; compare /6nye :31cdzi/
'teacher'. /4byi/ is a noun which apparently is related to /byi/
'come'. Nouns of this type have plural counterparts beginning with
/ndi/: /ddi 9byi/, /ddi

The sun and Nigerian geography: by itself, /Anya/ is usually
the equivalent of 'eye'; 'thy sun' may be expressed as either /01.4m9/

alone or /dnya aDni/. (It is hardly necessary to get involved in
philosophical speculation as to whether the eye is considered the
source of light, E:nee shutting the eyes produces darkness.) The

sun rises: Prinya) aroni ni awd/; and it sets or 'falls': /(1nya)
ate} ni ddi/). Using a type of verbal noun derived from the appro-
priate verbs, the Eastern Region of Nigeria is /4w4wa anya aiow4/1

and the Western Region is Adtda diva aiow4/. The Northern Region
is expressed as "Hausa Highlands": /dgwu Awusa/. (As of this wri-
ting, all the Ipbo speakers we have consulted left Nigeria after
the foundation of the Midwestern Region, and do not know an Igbo
term for it.)

/Mb4/: this has occurred only in the form /Ab9/ after a step
tone. With the negative construction corresponding to the comple-
tive, it can be translated as '(n)ever'. Elsewhere, if may mean
'for the first time'.

"Cook": an idiomatic expression for preparing a meal :Is /isi
ite/, literally 'cook a pot'.

Recreation: /igwa 6gwu/ is normally translated in West Afri-
can English as 'play'; unlike American usage, this Implies dancing,
singing, drumming, and general merry-making -- just 'having fun'.

"Last" and "next": the words for 'week' /izA/, 'month' /441wal,
'year' /Af4/, and some others enter into patterns to express 'last
...1: /1zd lira aga/, Alowa gdra aga/, /f4 Ora age /; and 'next

/izd 4a4/, /413wa 4z4/9 and /Ail 40/.
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Lesson 11.

A few more details of the Igbo verbal system remain to be de-
scribed and drilled. Preliminary to specific points, a summary of
the entire verbal system is given on the following two pages, in
chart form. There are two major additions, in this summary, to
what has already been introduced:

(1) The negative imperative is listed on the bottom line of
the chart. This consists of a vowel prefix, /á/ or /6/ depending
on vowel harmony; the verbal base exactly as it appears in the in-
finitive form; and a suffix /la/ with the same tone as the prece-
ding syrebie. Paralleling the affirmative imperative, the plural
form of the negative imperative adds /214/.

(2) Two-syllable bases are included of which the component
parts independently have the tones step - low and low - law. In
all constructions, these two combinations merge in their tonal
shapes. The original tone of the first component can never be re-
constructed from the compound base. However, in several construc-
tions such bases end with low tone if nothing follows or if a noun
object follows, but with step tone if a pronoun object follows;
the pertinent forms with pronoun object are listed in the final
column of the chart.

In a few constructions, a vowel prefix is used before the verb
if there is a noun subject; in such cases, an illustration with a
noun subject (the proper name /464/) is added.

It is most important to note that, apart from the negative
imperative, only one negative construction is listed, and it is
labelled "General Negative". This does not mean, of course, that
this negative construction is used to negate, all of the affirma-
tive constructions other than the imperative. It does mean, how-
ever, that all other negatives (in the dialect with which we are
concerned) are in some way derived from this one, or are expressed
by some kind of circumlocution. Semantically, anything can be ne-
gated; formally, however, there is only one basic type of negation.
The details of the derived negatives and negative-like circumlocu-
tions are described after the summary chart.

(It is also true that some dialects use additional negative
constructions. Once you have mastered the system listed here, you
will be batter equipped to pick up such variations on your own.
Even though the system given here may be minimal, it is adequate
for anything you will need to say.)

Most of the phrases given in the following chart are in them-
selves adequate for drill. For those that are not, a series of
dots indicates that something should be added; below the chart, ap-
propriate completions are suggested so that every item can be used.
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1<r...c r nAik to,

Stem: Ste. Stem: Low Stems: Step, Step

"rest" " : the door"X"go"

IlZille4z§
----

Infinitive: tgA iza ike

--

Past:

.
14 gara 6 zaru ike 4 kpaciri 4z4

Verbal noun:
ni

4 (
g
.) agi
a

ni
4 (ga) 6za ik6 4 (ga) akpAci 4z0

Imperative: gait z116 ik6 kpicie 4z0

Completive:

Noun subj.:

4 gala

Az4 ag&ala

6 za6la ik6

Az4 eza6la ik6

4 kp&ciela pi

Az4 akpiciela liz4
...4

Hortative: ki. 4 gaa ki 6 za6 ik6 ki 4 kpacie 4z0

Conditional: 4 gaa, ... 6 z66 ik6, ... 4 kpacie tz(), ...

Consecutive: ... Oa ... z06 ik6 ... kpAcie 416§

... 0 kpAcie 4164

... Az4 akpAcie 4z4

Sequential:

Noun subj.:

... 4 gia

... Is4 agAa

... a zu6 ik6

... Az4 azu6 ik6

General Neg.:

Noun subj.:

4 gight

Az4 agAght

-I

6 zdght ike

Az4 ezlghi; ike

4 kpAcight 4za

164 akpAcight 4:64

AkpAcila 4160,Neg. Imper.:
i

Agila 6zala ike

After the Conditional, use /ihe ga em6/ 'something will happen'.

Before the Consecutive, use /6 ricara Ari/ 'he finished eating'.

Before the Sequential (a label for what was described in Lesson
10 as "a special type of Consecutive"), use /anyt ga erica
nri, 6 meeya/ 'we will finish eating, and then'.
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Stems: Low, Step

"shut the door"

Stems: Low '

Low

"leave"

lkwici 4z*

kwiciri 4z*

S
Stems:

Lteow

p
), Low

Pronoun Object

"t :e it out"

c
n

. A 4z*
(gai )

kwici

hAp4r4

(::) ahAp4 4 (3.) ew6p4 yA

kwicie 4z* hip4

4 kwiciela 4z* ¢ hApillA

164 akwiciela 4z* Az4 ahAp41A

ki kwicie 4z* ki 4 hap*

hr.

w6p4 y&

ka 6 wept} yA

;§ kwacie 4z*, ... t hap4, ;6 wep4 yA,

!... kwicie 4z0 ... hap) i w6p4 yA

4 kwalie 4z* hap*

I
.64 kkNacie 4z* ... .64 ihApil

!* kwiggh4 47, § hip4gh4

i .64 akv1.,cight 4z* ahAp4g4

--4---

Itkwicila 4z4

,,,, .

1... o w6p4 yA

... Az4 iw6p4 yA

(Remember that, after verbal bases of more
a vowel suffix appears only if the final
is /i/ or /u/. Thus the suffix appears,
after /kpAci/ and /kwAci/, but not after

than one syllable.
vowel of the base
where appropriate,
/hip*/ or /wAp*/.)

(Dialect variations may be considerable, but they will gene-
rally be systematic in some way.)
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Drill 1. The chArt on the preceding pages is not simply a formal
diagram; use it rather as a frame of reference for saying what you
want to say in Igbo. By way of checking your own competence, give
the Igbo equivalents for the following; whenever you have to be
corrected, or do not know what to say, refer to the chart to find
the model for the appropriate construction.

"to eat": iri nri

We ate. I swept the house.

We're eating. I'm sweeping the house.

Eat your (pl.) food. Sweep the house.

We have eaten. I have swept the house.

Let's eat. They want me to sweep the house.

When we eat, I'll ask him about When I sweep the house, I'll

your work. look for your money.

We had a drink and ate. I did the wash and e-ept the

We're going to look at my pic-

tures and then eat.

We didn't eat this morning.

Don't (pl.) eat that food.

Okoye opened the door.

Okoye is opening the door.

Open the door.

Okoye has opened the door.

Have Okoye open the door.

When Okoye opens the door,

what will he see?

Okoye oame to my house and

opened the door.

Okoye will sweep the compound

and then open the door.

Okoye didn't open the door.

Don't open the door.

house.

I'm going to wash the dishes

and V.. . -.ep the house.

I didn't the house today.

Don't sweep the house just now.

"to take out the pot ": iw6pi ite

They took out the pot.

They're taking out the pot.

Take out the pot (pl.).

They have taken out the pot.

They should take out the pot.

When they take out the pot,

they should wash it.

They opened the door and took

out the pot.

They will finish eating, and

then take out the pot.

They didn't take out the pot.

Don't (pl.) take out the pot.



Drill 2. The "General Negative" in the above chart of course cor-
responds, in the form given, only to the Past. It -2.s "general"
only in the sense that it forms the basis for Other negative con-
structions. First, with reference to what you have already had
(in Lessons 8 and 10), be sure you can give the Igbo equivalents
of the following:

We aren't eating.

We're not going to eat.

We haven't eaten.

Okoye isn't opening the door.

Okoye isn't going to open

the door.

Okoye hasn't opened the door.
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I'm not sweeping the house.

I'm not going to sweep the house.

I haven't swept the house.

They aren't taking out the pot.

They aren't going to take out

the pot.

They haven't taken out the pot.

Constructions corresponding to other affirmatives, but with a nega-
tive meaning, present few problems. First, there is no negative of
the infinitive. In constructions in rich the infinitive is used,
it is the verbal part of the sentence prior to the infinitive which
is negated. You should have no trouble with the following:

I don't want (o eat right now.

He doesn't want to sweep the house.

Okoye doesn't want to open the door.

They don't want to take out the pot.

Second, a hortative construction with a sort of negative meaning
is actually an affirmative hortative, using a verb with a meaning
aumething like "avoid, refrain from, fail" followed by an infini-
tive. This is a negative only in translation. For example:

Let's not go

He shouldn't

He shouldn't

to market today.

shut the door.

take this medicine.

Let's not eat right now.

They shouldn't tell lies.

ka any 4,gti ahya

kti 4 ghari lkwAci 4z4.

kb. 4 ghAri i,i 4 9gw4 A.

ka anyl gh rai iri nri igbu A.

ka h6. ghArti 1.81 tug.

Third, a negative corresponding to the conditional is also ex-
pressed indirectly; it is the affirmative conditional /4 bliry !IA/
plus the "general" negative. For example:

If we don't get money today, we 4 blirti nA any elpi6ght eg6 tad,

won't be able to buy food. Any4 agtighl eiow6 ik6 1z4 nri.

b'
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If they don't come, when shall

we eat?

If it doesn't rain, let's go to

Umuahia tomorrow.

If you don't see meat in the

market, try to buy fish.

4 bvrti abyight, tgtS 61e

ki anyl gi eri nri.

4 WI; ni mmiri ezaght, ki anyt

gaa Vm4-ihy1 ici.

4 btlr4 ni 4h4ghl an n'ahya,

4z4te es t).

Finally, the Consecutive and Sequential constructions have no ne-

gative counterparts. It should be reasonably evident that combi-

nations like "He came home and didn't eat dinner" can readily be

expressed as separate clauses in sentences like 'We came home, but

he didn't eat dinner."

It may also be noted that the "Stative" construction is not

included in the chart above. The reason for thin is that only a

few verbs are used in the stative. The stative is like the past

without the past suffix. rie general negative can function for the

stative as well as the past, thotigh some dialects may distinguish

them. Another shortened form you may hear is the compleUve with-

out the /1i/ suffix; this is characteristic of highly informal,

colloquial style. For example:

1 Blida his.

1 slit &e4.

(normal) You've told a lie.

(informal) You're a liar!

Drill 3. The summary of verbal constructions at the beginning of

this lesson includes only one usage of what is labelled "Sequen-

tial". This construction is also used after a form /tutu/ with

the meaning 'before (something happens)', as in the following;

the main clause may include any construction.

I saw him before he ate.

I'll see him before he eats.

I want to finish reading this

book before I go to market.

I went to sleep before I 'finished

my work.

We finished eating before our

friends came.

I stayed outside quite a while

before they opened the door

for me.

A h4ry m y&, tutu o rie nri.

A gi m ah4 tutu o rie nri.

A c4rq m 1g4ca akinikw9 A, tutu

gla ahyl.

A rira m vri, tutu it rice

9r4 m.

iny4 ricers 'Sri, tutu adi enyi

Amyl, ibyi.

n4r9 m 9t4tv ogi n'esi, tutu

hi emighere A 104).



I told him to finish his work

before the sun sets.

He didn't close the door before

it started to rain.

It threatened to rain before we

got to Onitaha.

Don't go home before you finish

your work.
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4 gwira m y4 k& r9ca 9r4 ya,

tutu anya alow4 &dia.

4 kwicight 4z§, tdtu imiri

ebido izA.

Mmiri ram, tdtu igirue

4141a n4 414, tutu unA ar4ca

9r9 unA.

In at least three of the above examples, "until" could have
been ugtd in English as well as "before "; Igbo does not distinguish
these closely related idere. Here are a few more instances:

I kept on working until the 4 r4gidere m 4r9, tutu anya

sun set. an4 idai.

We stayed in the house until inyt n4r9 u'ime 910, tutu

it stopped re.ning. Amiri 41144 fzo.

Drill 4. Only a few relative constructions have been used up to
this point. Now they can be treated systematically. Two types of
relative clauses must be distinguished: (1) the whose subject is
different from the antecedent noun, and (2) those whose subject in
the same as the antecedent noun. Even in English, these two types
of relatives behave differently. For the first type, the use of a
relative pronoun is optional -- we can say "the man whom I saw" or
'-the man I saw". Jar the second type, a relative pronoun is re-
quired -- we can only say "the man who came". In Igbo, too, these
two types of relatives involve different constructions. In this
drill, only the first type is considered, with the relative clause
having a subject different from the antr?cedePt noun.

In a large number of instances, it would appear that this type
of relative is completely unmarked in Igbo; wLat is translated as a
relative clause is a perfectly nor-nal sentence used after a noun --
if the noun ends with a non-low tone, a pronnun subject in the re-
lative clause has same tone, but even that 2,1 not too surprising.
However, certain combinations require the application of two impor-
tant rules involving tone. First, if the relative has a noun sub-
ject with the tones step -low (like and including /dnA/), the second
tone of the noun becomes step. Second, if what precedes the rela-
tive clause ends with non-low tone, then a noun subject with the
tones low-step (like and including Anyt/) takes the tones same-
same (as after an infinitive or negative)

The first group of :sentences below represents the key examples;
note the third and the. last two. in particular.

62-
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The

The

The

The

The

The

cloth he bo'ight is torn.

cloth we bought is torn.

cloth you bought is torn..

food he brought is all gone.

food we brought is all gone.

food you brcughi: is all gone.

The man you saw in the market

came here thin morning.

The clothes that I washed are dry

The book I showed you is mine.

The basket he gave me is nice.

The food she cooke 1 was delicious.

The work they did was fine.

That

to

of

Give

They

Show

big h3use we saw on the way

Onitsha belongs to the -'hief

this town.

me tne papers you bro)7-!'

ate all the food we cooked.

me the letter you wrote.

I don't know what he did.

I don't know who he saw.

I don't know who-all he saw.

I don't where they went.

Here's the cook you left at

my tJuse.

Do you know where he's going?

What's the mom of the book

you're reading?

The children I take care of can

read well.

The car he drives is big and new.

(= The big car he drives is new.)

The bridge he is building is big.

Akwi . 42,4 akAala

Akwi any4 ak&ala 4kt..

AkwA dud z4ry akiala 4kA.

Ari o wetara agw4la.

Ari anyi, wetara agw4la.

Ari und wets^a agw4la.

*w6ke ah4 h,=.r4 n'Ahya

byAra Abe a n'ilt4t4 A.

akhi A sera ak§91a.

&kw4kw9 m ziri g4 b4 ike I.

jkata 6 nyere A d4 Im&.

Ari 0 sari t9r9

§r4 ha r4r4 d4, Ama.

414 nndkwu ah4 any4 1141-4

rake 6z6

Obod6 A.

nya n4 i akw4kw9 and ara.

ha riri Ari niile a)

7.r Al akw4kw9 i dere.

t. mAghl m the o mere,

A meigh4 m onye 9 h4r4.

A maghl m ndi thmad4 4 1142.4.

A mighi m ebe ha gAra.

tic& i Akw4kw9 5, hdp4r4

n'419

mara ebe q nA ag&.

g4n1 h4 ihA Akw4kw9 5, ni ag4.

th nA elagide any&

ike 5,g4 akw4kw9 mma.

4gbq Ala nniikwit q ni inyi cl4

4hjr4.

&kwa 4 ni amA d4 nnawd.
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The house you will see on the

right is his.

Where we're going there'll be

lots of palm oil.

Whatever you do will be fine.
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414 tinu ge ah4 n'aka nri

/3ke yA.

6be anyl gi agA, imam,/ rjkw4

gi eri nn6.

ihe eme gi ad4 mmi.

5. In both types of relative clauses, the only permitted
Yerbal constructions are the past (a rather sorry label, as will
be abundantly obvious in this drill) and the stative; remember that
the "present" and "future" are simply the stative forms /nA/ and
/gi/ plus a verbal noun. For the second type of relative, the sub-
ject of which is the same as its antecedent, it is particularly
convenient to note that it is precisely these constructions that
are characterized by low tone. In this type of relative, the low
tone of the verbal form is raised to step (and syllables after the
first are same). BeforA the verbal relative form, the antecedent
behaves like a noun befo_-,! a noun with initial low: final law be-
comes step. After the verb,i:. relative form, both step-same ard
low-step become same-same, as after 3.nfi:_itives and negatives.

A great many descriptive e.preasions in Igbo consist of this
type of relative, Jfn corresponding to an English adjective. The
Igbo relatives are derived from expressions consisting of a ve::3
plus a noun; where appropriate, tha underlying expressions are also
given in the material below, indented. It cannot be too strongly
emphasized that Igbo h &s very few wordy -- possibly none -- that
can properly be oallad "adjectives". Expressions that translate
English adjectives are in some cases best analyzed as nouns; others
function exactly like zinmerals; some are clearly verbs; and many
consist of a verb a noun, frequently with the two derived from
the same root. The la-. of these, in a normal relative construc-
tion, parallels an attributive adjective.

That man who came to my house is alike ah4 byAra n'414 ii b4

my friend. 6nyi

I don't know who did that. a mAg4 m onye m6re fjke ah4.

The man who bought my car lives 6nye z4r4 4gb9 Ala th bi n'414

in that house. 4114.

I don't know what happened. a mAghl. m ihe m6re.

The cup that was on the left ik6 gr4, n'aka ekpe b4 13ke

is mine.

We who saw what happened couldn't Any4 h4rij the m6re 110444 ike

do a thing. im6 ihe 041A.
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All the people who live in this Adi &mach) niile bi n'abodt A

town are our friends. by Adi enyi Anylx.

That book (which is) on the 6kw9kw9 ah4 d n'elu oce bi

chair is yours. take g.

He comes from a town near Enugu. 6 si obod6 gdebe Enugw.

The woman who is doing the wash 13wion &ht ni asa akw& c9r9

wants to work for you. 1-4r9 unit 4rv.

I don't know who's going to go a mA.".4 m °rye gA aga V1714-thyA

to Umuahia tomorrow. eci.

The peonle who are singing are Adi Amad4 nd ab4 Ab4 si AbA-

from Pbakal. kaliki.

It'e fir?J, 4 b4 4k9.

It's ho 4k9.

Bring hot sQl:c; pot. wit& ofe d qkg n'ime its A.

This knife is sharp, imA A P.; ile.

I'm lookin,tz for a sharp knife. & ua m ac4 mmA d4 ile.

It is black. ¢ d4 oji. - 6 jiri oji.

I killed a black snak,-. tn the a gburu m Agw9 d4 oji n'Azi,

compound. or: é gbaru m Agw9 jiri uji

She is beautiful. 4 mare AmA.

i saw a beautiful woman in town. A-h4rti m xlwAnyt mtra mmA n'abodo.

They are different. hA a* ice ice.

They sell peanuts. reppei, fish, h& na ere ekere, 6sA, &z1,

crayfish, fruf', mad various 4hy &, 15kptirti osisi, na the

other things in the market. d ice lel n'Ahya.

This food is delicious. Ari d t9r9

The Igbo people cook many kinds Adi Igbo na esi '44'4 tikpa nri

of delicious food. t4r9 titg.

It Ls small. 6 pare mpe. - d/ mpe.

When I was a child, I lived in tgbe t& bi lowttA, a biri m n'd16

a small house. ptre mpe.

This road is narrow, 40 A kpara *clot.

You will see a narrow road on gA ah4 to§ kpAra I3kp& n'&ka

the left. Akpe.
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Notes:

With the introduction of relative clauses, several words have
been used more frequently and systematically than before. Super-
ficially. it may seem as if /6nye/ is a sort of "relative pronoun"
like English 'who', and that other Igbo words correspond to 'what
(which, that), when. and presumably also 'why, how'. To
leave it at that, he Aould only con.P.'se the patterns of Igbo
usage. A more careft. .4alysis is needed.

In English, relative words like 'who' often have a dual func-
tion: they substitute for nouns, and at the same time signal the
relative nature of the clauses they introduce. Thus in 'I saw who
came', 'who' is relative, but it also substitutes for 'the person';
we can also say, of course, 'I saw the person who came' or 'I saw
the one who came'.

In Igbo, the relative function is unnecessary in a separate
word. The relative clause is already fully marked: one type by a
subject where a subject would not otherwise belong, and the other
type by a special relative tone. Thus /6nye/ and words used like
it are not relative in meaning at all, since the relative is --pa-
rately marked; rather, the:. are merely substitutes for nouns. In
fact, they are themselves ;loins, but nouns with a meaning general
enough to incluae other nouns. The actual funct,Jns of the parts
of an Igbo relative may be illustrated as follows:

hiri ebe any} gAila.

He saw the-place that-we went.

hirt 6nye byera.

He saw the-person who-came.

With reference to 'thing', 'time', and 'place', Igbo has two
words for each category. You have learned /ihe/ in phrases like
/ihe mere/ 'what happened', and Ake/ in phrases like Ake 1/
'mine'. Of these two, /ihe/ has a more general meaning, like 'the
thing, whatever it is'; Ake/ is 'a particular item, the one'. The
two may be contrasted in sentences like the following:

A h4r4 m ihe 4 ziri. 'I saw what you bought.'

4 hirt m /Ike 4 zirt. 'I saw the one you bought.'

Somewhat similarly, /fgbe/ means 'time' in a rather general
sense. There is another word /6136/, which means 'a particular oc-
casion'. Only the latter of these can be used with a numeral:
/6ge ated 'three times'.

There are also two words referring to 'place'. Of these, /..:)e/
certainly covers the more general meaning comparab2e to /ihe/ and
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Agbe/. A second reference to 'place', /tjga /, seems to have the
more specific reference 'spot, particular place' for some speakers,
but others seem to have no contrast or simply do not use Aga/.

With reference to persons, there is a really comparable dis-
tinction of a more general term and a more specific term, but in
this case a distinction of number is also involved. /Adi/ is the
more general term, but in its generality also imp37!es plurality.
/Onye/ is the specific term, but in its particularity also implies
singularity. These words are also used in a number of noun phra-
ses like /6nye *klizi/ 'teacher', bidi loktizi/ 'teachers'.

All of these words can be used before relative clauses. Note
the parallelism of reference:

General:

Particular:

thing

the

tke

21E11 time person

ebe tgbe Adi

tga 66 6nye

Most Igbo nouns do not have a singular-plural distinction, as
you know. However, a phrase consisting of /Adi/ plus any noun can
be used to indicated a plurality of that noun, but specifically
with the im :,cation that they are being considered as individuals,
not as a group. Thus /Adi tkata/ is 'certain baskets'. In other
than relatives, /Adi imad4/ is the usual expression for 'people';

an. people rre by definition considered as individu'le %mother
personal n,-.41, Aortal/ 'child' his a real plu7a1 .; is this,

strangely enougl, which is used to form plura r 'man' and 'wo-

man': /4m4 4w6k4/ 'mez0, /44 411winyt/ 5women(

An example in this leseon has also provided a striking case
of the distinction between the statives /b4/ and /d4/:

b4 4kv.

4 di 44.

It is fire.

It is hot.

It is not the last word in these sentences that differs, of course;
in both cases it is a noun, perhaps best reflected by 'burning'.
The point is that /b4/ expresses identification. /d4 /, on the other
hand, expresses description in the above; in other cases, of course,
it also expresses location for inanimate (or at least impersonal)

nouns.



Lesson 12.

By this time, all of the really major elements of Igbo struc-
turi adequate for a "compromise" dialect have been pretty well co-
vered. What remains is a number of details, few if any of which
will present any difficult :' or surprise. From this point on, your
primary tasks will be to crystallize your mastery of the grammati-
cal struture, add more vocabulary to your repertoire, and
up smoothzess in your speech. In the process the relatively few
and minor grammatical points that remain will .ake care 3f them-
selves. At this stage in learning, remember that continued care-
ful attention to accurate pronunciation is essential to accurate
grammatical usage, and thus to being:. understood. Although a major
purpose of the remaining lesson matrIlAls will be to develo7) more
extensive comprehension and more fluent speaking, a conscious ap-
plication of the accuracy that has been emphasized from the start
will do more than anything else to develop these very skills.

Drill 1. Uses of AA/. It is sometimes difficul,, and often un-
iL.portant, to say whether forms that sound identical in a language
are different lses of "the same" word or actually different words.
Is 'band' one word or two in the phrases 'wedding band' and 'march-
ing band'? Is 'top' one word or two in 'reach the top' and 'spin
the top'? Anyway, what difrereace does it make? In Igbo, a sylla-
ble /kAf has three distinct usages. Whether these repre-ent three
words -fliet happen to sound alike, or three usages of one and the
same word, makes littler jifference. All that counts is to master
the usages. Two of :111:M you have had some experience with, but
they are also reviewed below. The third usap i3 new.

First, /kA/ is use after a word or phrase at the beginning of a
sentence, other than the subject, to give emphasis to that word or
phrase (compare Lesson 5, p. 31). A number of interrogative words
and phrases regularly occur in this usage, though a few interroga-
tive phrases are used without /kit/. If the initial emphasized
element is not interrogative, it is introduced by /§ 134/ 'it is'.

What are you doing?

What does he want?

What will they say about it?

When will the party start?

When did your father die?

Where are you (pl.) going?

Where did you put ;71! book?

Who is he looking Nt?

g4n4, kA 5 nA erne.

Igz4 kA § nit ac§.

g:;14 kA hA gA ekwil bAnyere y4.

1'jgb6 61e kA 6mere gA ebido.

1;}gb6 61e kA Awl rpeirti.

Abe 61e kA unu nA ag4.

Abe 61e kA i debere Akwlikwq 61.

Onye kit § nA el6 anyi.
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It was my brother that you saw.

Is it beef that you bought?

I wanted hot water, but it was

cold water that you brought.

It's tomorrow t'at I'm going

to Umuahia.

It was at the market that I

new your students.

But without /ki/:

ti

b4 Awl fine A 13wok6 ki 4 Loin,.

4 by guy *hi ki 4 z4tara.

c4r9 m mmiri 914, mi 4 ba.

mmiri oyi ki i witara.

4 b4 6ci ki l gi agi Vm4-ihyi.

b4 n'Ahya ki l h4r4 424

Akw4kwg

What did you buy at the store? kad6 the 4 witara n'414 ihyi.

Where does your teacher come from? ,i166 ebe onye rikuzi gt si.

Second, /kA/ is used to introduce the hortative (compare Lesson
9, pp. 59-61), either by itself or after an introduc ory verbal
clause.

Let's rest h're.

He sa uld _27 to do it again.

let's not have mutton today.

ki any4 za6 ik6 n'ebe a.

ki Iowa& ime ya

ka anyt ghire iri any atyr4 tai.

My teacher told me to read this 6nye 13kuzi l gwara d ki i 64a

book this week. akwykw9 a n'iza a.

I told you to stay here. a gwira m gig ka t n4d4 n'ebe a.

My brother made it possible for two rine tfi. ilwok6 mare ka l I3wee

me to go,:to school. ike 4e7. akwykwy.

I'll see to it that he does it. a ga m eme ki 6 mee ye.

I want them to sing for you. A c4r4 m ka he b4Ara una 4174.

He wants us to help him. 4 c4r4 ka anyt nyere yi aka.

P-1-.fkswa-b44-P-11ia--P-ut--tk&--lia'adms---bikdr>v--aFiaae--Yib-aaui--ka-4-1!*w

Third, /14/ is used before a verbal expression with the meaning
'as, wnile, when' (sometimes interchangeable with /fjgbe /), and
also before a noun in yhrases like /4 d4 ka .../ 'it is like ...'
and the corresponding relative /... dt ki .../ '(which is) like'.
These two uses are grouped together because of their similarity in
meaning, reflected in the English 'as'.



As I was going to market, it

began to rain.

While A: read, my wife did the

cooking.

I bought this car while I was

working in Onitsha.

While I was coming here, I

a friend of yours.

I saw them working on the farm.

I saw your father working on hia

farm.

I heard your students singing.

Did you hear the birds singing

last even. nag?

We saw T. jot of men and women

singing dancing.

' ?is house is like mine.

That blouse is like one I saw

in a store in Onitsha.

Palm oil Is not like peanut oil.

A teacher's work is not like a

farmer's.

"A pretty girl is like a meludy."

I want to buy shoes like yours.

I want to buy a blouse like the

one you bought in that store

in Onitsha.

They sell various things, like

blouses, gowns, shoes, and caps.

kA I na agi ahri, imiri bidoro

izo.

ki to na ag4 aktelikwq, ilowlinyi A

sirs ite.

A z4r4 m 4gbq A14 A, ka I ni

are} 9r4

kA I na aby& ebe a, & h4r4 m

btu enyi g4.

A h4r4 m ha ka hi ni are} 9r4

n'ugb6.

h4r9 m inA g kA § na are}

9r4 n'ugb6 ya.

A m 4m4 Akwilkwq

hi na Ab4 Ab4.

n4r4 ka 4m4 An4n4 nA Ab4

4134 n'AbAlt Ora ..;ga.

Anyt n4r4 9t4t4 9m4 12w6ke na

4m4 KiwAnyi, ka hi ni ib4 Ab4

ite egrni.

ka

41'9 y& d/ ka *ke k.

uwe ah4 di ka I)ke di h4r4

any& nq?nlca.

imAn4 *kwii adtgnt ki mmin4 ekere.

4n onye r3kuzi adighi k& Dike

6nye ugb6.

riwAnyt mAra mmi d 3 ka &b4.

& c§r9 m .-4z4 akplikpci likw4 dt ki

*Ice gt .

a crs; m uwe dt ki *kg, 4

z4tnra Ahya ah4 dt

nq2r,;ca.

h& rre Ch.:* d4 ice 14:4,

1,AA, agb i ua Akplikpc.

n& ckp6.
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Drill 2. In the first group of sentences below, you will be using
still another syllable /ki./. This one, however, is quite different
in meaning and usage from anything found in the preceding drill.
Here, /ki/ is the stative of a verb /lki/, which means 'surpass,
exceed'. A somewhat literal translation of th4 first sentence, for
example, is 'This soup surpasses that (one) [in] good taste'; this
is a common construction in Igbo for saying things like 'This soup
tastes better than that.'

In the second group of sentences below, the English equi-,-
lents for the first several are the same as those in the fir
group; the Igbo sentences are alternative ways of saying the 0:7

thing. In these, you begin with the description (e.g., 'This
tastes good'), and then introduced the compared item by /kAr4a/.
This /kAr4a/ is derived from /ikir4/, the same verb /4kii/
pass' with an extension /r4/ (which adds no special meaning but, is
required in this construction). The form /kir4a/ :Ls a consecutive,
though the rules given in Lessons 10 and 11 would lead you to ex-
pect /kAr4/, without a suffix (since the final vowel is not /i/ or
/u/). Historically, the suffix appears to be "frozen" in this par-
ticular case; it was once probably regular with all two-syllable
bases. In some areas, however, you kill hear the more regular
/k4r1/; you also hear /kara/, apparently with a different ver-
bal extension. In any case, these sentences can be more literally
translated to express the consecutive; for the first, for example,
'This soup tastes good and surpasses that (one).' Note that, be-
cause of the idiomatic expressioo3 involved, you cannot make com-
pletely automatic transfers from all of the sentences in the first
group to all of those in the second; you have to know the appro-
priate descriptive expressions in each case.

The sentences in the third group have similar meanings. Here
the verb of a descriptive expression is compounded with /kir4/; the
construction is "past", but the meaning is like that of a stative.

In all of the material in this drill -- as has happened so
often before -- the explanations are far more difficult than the
actual Igbo sentences. Statements like the above are unavoidable;
they answer most o1 VIt "why?" questions you will be tempted to
ask -- and which you hould not ask unles, you have studied the
above paragraphs with meticulous care. W .Lf you learn a few key
examples by heart, you will learn to understand and use many more
expressionb y simple analogy.

This soup tastes better than that. ofe a ka r)ke 4)14 4t4.

Your house 28 bigger than ours. 414 dna ka iny4 iba.

My hu3band tall,n- than hers. di ICI ki di yi ogologo.

717i s road is wi,3 ;,he Aba road. 4z¢ a ka 4z4 Abel lbSra.

-16 ,J,%re expensive than .41,7wlikw9 a kit Vice 4114 dela 9114.

1).
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Thissouptesbetterthant 6fe a t4r4 4t4 kaila tjke ih4.

Yci.r honse is bigger than 414 unti buru ibu kari,a 121ke amyl.

My husband is taller than ' di it d4 6gologo kar4a di ya.

This roed iswider than a fizci a sara mbara kirga 4z4 Aba.

This book is more expensive than Akw4kw4 a dAra 4114 kari,a tke

that one. 4114.

His gown is more beautiful hnn mine. agbada ye mara ime kar4a tke th.

I want a bigger house than this one. A c4r4 m 414 btiru ibu kari,a

tke A.

A dog is smaller than a leopard. tkirta pare mpe kari,a ag4.

The road to Onitsha is longer than 4z4 (;)14ca toro 6gologo aria
,the road to Uyo. 4z4 Uy*.

A wild pig is worse than a bush-cow. ezi 4hya j4r4 ri,j4 karla ehi sthya.

He has more money than Obi. 6 aware eg6 kar4a Obi.

Okoye is better educated now than 6k6ye mara Akw4kw4 tigbu a karl.a

last year. af4 gara aga.

An iroko is taller than a palm tree. 4A toro 6gologo karisa

This cloth is wn'er than .at. akwa a cakarisr4 Akwa 4114 ni4ca.

Thisstoneishier than that one. nk itA. Ike Attu n'Ar9.

A chimpanzee isblprerthana monkey. Adak& bUkerliri enwe

An. antelope is smarter than a sheep. ale mitkarri; Attir4 n'ihe.

(Note: In this last group, the /n'/ introducing the last
word may be omitted.)

Drill 3. A number of constructions have been introducei in which
two or more distinct actions are referred to in a single sentence.
These involve such ideas to., purpoc. actions in se(iuence, end sub-
ordinate plus primary actions. .:he first group of sentence:, below
is simply a sampling of these constructions for palloses of leview
and summary. There is one further of comhining two or
more actions in a single sentence; this is to t:/1,1unfi simultaneL,.
actions. Ai though there is nothing involvinK nev4 vert, .,rmin 111

these expressions, separate btatem,hte ar t. ..eceserily

verbal constructions:
toy tll II CA cAl

1. 4.fter a peat, a second and simult.ileous aution is CA1,1,1J
by thl.! ver: stem alone no pletlx, n, aufflA, Jost th, ,4111,

its stem tone. In some comhinationn, 1tic 1iivt VCr1. AL./ n. u1n1J Y.
ln form, particular.ly in some areas.

?. the preoent, the flIbt

11
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combinations; perhaps eurprisingly, the etative may be used in ex-
pressions of action now going .:42, and the ordinary present (Ai/
plus the verbal noun) in expressions of customary act.con. In ei-
ther came the second, eimultaneoua action is expressed by the ver-
bal noun, without repeating /nk/, and without a pronoun.

3. After a future,( /gat/ plus the verbal noun), the second and
simultaneous action may be expressed by'either the stem alone (as
in the past) or the verbal noun (as in the present), without any
apparent difference in meaning; the stem alone may be preferred by
some speakers.

4. After an imperative, the second and simultaneous action is
expressed by a second imperative. (This is also true, as noted in
Lesson 11, for consecutive actions in the imperative; there is no
contrast here between consecutive and simultaneous actions.)

The learning problem here is not in the Igbo grammar as such,
but rather in the fact that Tgbo uses a combination of simultaneous
actions to express some ideF.E3 which are quite differently expressed
in English. For example, Igbo uses a combination of verbs meaning
'follow ... go' (Asa/ /g4,') where we say 'go with ...' (expres-
sing accompaniment). Again, j.6-c-: uses a combination meaning 'use
... do' (/j1/ /m4/) where :say 'do ... with ...' (exp...essing
instrument). A combination 'dr) 'e a car go to ...' (/nyi ligb* ga
.../) corresponds to English 'rive to ...'. In some instances, we
even use an expression that to imply --,rpose where Igbo views
the situation simultaneoue ae :r the equivalent of 'He
stood up to speak'. If you try ,...;nglish grammar -- if

you assume, that is, that Igbo :=.1stch English grammar --
you will be hopelessly lost. But jou analyze the sit;:ation you
are talking about, and look for the simultaneity of actions, you
will be able to master the Igbo expressions quickly. There le no-
thing unusual about their form; the only problem is the usage of
words.

Actually, there is one detail of i t. which is inns unusual.
In the past, and in one of the alternatives for the futura, the
bond, aimultaneoun etfAloo la, tA o,ted above, expreeeed by the verb
stem alone. If this aecond verb /stem beta low tune, you would cer-
tainly ihe Lout baililtaCc atep-came (e.g., /Any/) to remain
unchanged; is verb etem a111 ;11 nb /64/ dues not have /step tone, and It
la w,1 a al.wa Ihe (A.Hditiona under which /Anti/ becoama /46V.
but, lu the cApleeeione, /or cimultaneoua action, preciamly thin wa--
aApca1all 14.ack1 oilc1u011..0 01.0b +.1.4.141. WIJCP .4.1111111e. Wept' 1Je the

la a val, 01.11,,aa, 11 la /._. be A1A/ at

1,,01 11.1 111c apcalacAci we Lout acald 1.. 4a1c1

H.," J.,. 11,, !On, da,a1,a.co 1,,..1 G, CAAC 0 r11 Gal

1.1 olumpl.4 11.ou 11,a al",ve CGCM
,a1,,1aj al a 11., 1..A1J 11 wlii a+, :Ill

1r, e,". a,a111.,,,,a 1. a

%,11 I"-, 1,161 ,.1.14... 114,.. 1 1..614 11, 1111,11

J 1111, ... 11. . 4J 1111..1 1111.Y
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They went to market to buy food. hi gira ihya 1z4 nri.

They went to market and bought food. hi gam ihya zya nri.

I'm going to eat and then read. a gi m eri nri, 6 mesya

akw4kw2.

When I finished my work I rested. tgbe I r4cara i, 6 zilru m

Ike.

When I finish this work I'll rest. th rtica gA m 6z11 Ike.

They at and chatted. hi n4r2 n'oce kpa

He stood and spoke. § kw4r4 §t2 kwu

He carried a load (going) to 6 bti ibu ga ahytt.

market. or: 6 biiru ibu gi ahyi.

That woman carried a lot of yams rjwinyl ihi bu 2t4t4 ii ga lava

to market this morning. (or use /blirui)

They went to town with us. hri sl any4 ga Obodo.

or: hi, aOro any ga 613c ;o.

.
I went to school with his brother. 4. so m i2wA rine yA lejwok6 ga

ak.itikw9.

All the studenth Nang with uH. Akwikw9 nine .J6 anyl Abt:4.

!:he waNhed her hah N wi th her ring on. fi f11.4, yA as akA ya.

!Ale WOre n pre,'1 1.1 d r 5h 1. the pet y . 6 yi uw6 :ernes. 041. oniere

114.: t 1,11 1 t hit lur,t ilya1rd cogpiek 41a

det+ Lhm, lilt 1(1 1,7 Innr, 6,1j1 ji hp" Malliria.

We 4;t111, 11,M 'Allti.1,(1 1.. 111111AtIts1 t, 1,4i alca c-) (plit.n Lvtl

.1. .1 (1 : Ali 1(

, , 1Lu, r. ,

11,

.++ 1+-+++
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They sit and chat every day.

He rides a ti!z=yr:le to sc*ool.

He wears a cap at work.

We drive to Enugu every week.

What do you use that for?

She cooks delicious meat soup.

We have wine with dinner.

h& nA int) &ice Akpi 4ikAti kwA

044.
ni inyi igwe agi akwilkw9.

§ ni 6kpii 6kpn &ry 9ri .

inyl ni Any& 4gb§ kgi Enugwi

kwA. iza.

g#1 kA un1 nk eji ''eke ih4 erne.

4 ni an4 At6 ofe t§r9 4t9.

Anyl nil 8034 mminya Ari nri.

My father is ving to drive to An& >5 gi Anyi ligb§ ga ha ani.

Aba tomorrow. or: Ana >5 gi tinyi 4g4 Agi Aba eci.

What are you going to do with 134411 kl gi eji mui ih4 mi.

that knife? or: em6.

We're going to m27) to Nigeria by anyt gd eji tigb9 eld Aga

plane. Niijiria. (or: ... gi N.)

I'm golhg to go to a movie wit.. a gi m 4nó ha gA einemA.

them. ?r: A gA m bbd ftgA hinemA.

1/1-1 I I J1. Whet, we V4,...1.14 I I ta V111 bl,e1 ltylile a j,a11l,:u101 i/C 04.1111. I

iCC t. 111 I II be .Lt Seel 11, tall 1 Illpt kei1141111

Ille.,-111 : 'yu )1A n1 ,] u'1 110 ll I1101 140 (alluther
bis IILl,c, 0./110 1 / 10 UM, I kol y .1nc /I16/ '1 Lc l4 all 1

otnce. 14,e11o1J, we u,tu11,,,,1ia the oiAbje4.1

"1,0001VC. '11.c 1.1010

JeaLlc. 1,1 Ca la c,ipA.,..c.,t,c0 Ly 0 ecntAIA,cly 1101.040,i201 0.Lj0t.i
/ 4,4 /A/ f,,e11011 p4200) 10C 10 144...,,k4,1,11, 0 ,rat.1,41

I .,..t 1.. :el.:. 2 a; 1 1.

Lk LIA...4 11 1'4Aeli01. 20

11... 1 1 'fA / d' I

1. s I " d
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Drill 5. Nouns in Igbo may be joined by using /ni/, translatable
as 'and'. If one of the items being joined is a pronoun, there is
a special form for 'I', /im4/; frequently the final vowel is ab-
sorbed into the prff:ceding nasal, and you will hear gak. For the
other two singular pronouns, the corresponding forms arm /g4/ and
/y4/. The Igbo equivalents of the English plural pronouns are
nouns in any case. The singular forme /Mm4/, /g4/, and /yi/ may
also be used in place of the usual subject pronouns to indicate
special emphasis or contrast.

He and I went to school today. im4 na yd gAra 414 tuAnik-w9

A friend of mine and I went to ni Anyi gira si,amA

a movie Let evening. n'aba14, Ora aga.

I want you and him to work today. A c4r9 m ka gl n& yd rya gr4 tan.

I ride a bicycle to town, but he imi; ni Any& fgwe agi (1.bodo,

driven a car. ma y& ni Any& tigb§ IgA.

if you'il cook dinner, 1'11 do byr ni gS nrf, Ami Ka

the dial:en. atA efere.

They 1,1,1-Mr,11 Iran1 tivcilinu, but 1 h& ryry fury n'abali gAvti ii
I titraytd fliz tikwijkw(d.

11 1 t, 144.1V14 14c1,14I4
In JA t, i,, JI. ,1 11,c 1,0,toku,a,

IL,lt al, CA 11,,1

Lie

'

I

I t3ih14n I ,,t1 1 1 j, 1.11 1 C

r. It111,4i3al 1,111

. i.c / (.4 I C, I1,0 it l I 4, 1,4
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ibalt at4

6z6 dbod6

any rAru

ha na et6

Ora aga, awl ni 6nyi I b4 twA1kw9 gira n'iru 6zi 1114

6gwu. 414 6124 dIdabe oriniri Niiji. tgbe

6be ahi, any h4r11 044 11my ijw6k6 ni 4m4 1Jwiny4, ki

egwi n1 ib4 Ab4. ki any4 zlicara ike, inyt mare ha t6

egwd, b4kwist ab4. otaghl inya, Mairi bidoro iza. mika ipk6 1,

Adi nnid4 dum Ji 489 la vlip hi. tgbe A ram 414, An6 i ni Ani A

1161.111a Ora. mika 313k6 a, i n4r9 m 9t4t11 oga n'ezi, tutu ha

emaghere a 11z4.

Three evenings ago, a friend of mine, Nwankwo, and I went to the

front of the compound of the chief of our town to dance (etc.).

That house is near the Niger river. When we reached there, we

saw a lot of men and women dancing and singing. When we had res-

ted, we joined them in dancing and singing. But it wasn't long

(bcfore) it began to rain. So all the people hurriedly went to

their homes. When I got home, my mother and father had gone to

sleep. So I waited quite a while outside before they opened the

door.

Notes:

1. Some different verbs have been used in this lesson with refe-
rence to "wearing" different things. These verbs, and others as
well, have specific reference to the manner in which a garment
(or a piece of jewelry, for that matter) is put on. A "wrapper"
(a length of cloth wrapped at the waist) is put on quite diffe-
rently from a sewn garment (Aw6/), and thus a different verb is
used. Some of the common combinations are as follows:

1mi akwa:

iti uwe:

iyi Awe:

ikpd okpd:

gbi 91a:

6gbe:

to put on (and wear) a wrapper

to put on (and wear) a dress (or other /sewn garment)

(the same in some dialects)

to put on (and wear) a cap

to put on (and wear) a ring

to carry a gun on a shoulder strap

Other combinations can be expected. It will not be difficult to
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learn a new one, as long as you avoid the pitfall of assuming 'chat
a single English word will have one invariable equivalent in Igbo.

2. The English verb 'break' is translated as /itiwa/ in one sen-
tence in this lesson. Here is another instance of striking non-
congruence between languages. /itiwa/ means 'break' only in the
Beane of 'shatter, break in many peaces'; it has nothing to do with
such concepts as breaking a stick in two, or breaking something
open. Here is a variety of verbs, mostly compound, with somewhat
related meanings; each one must be used only in its appropriate
connection:

'break open' (as of a kola pod)

1d4be 'break' (of a rope or string: 'pull - cut')

Ubiji 'break' (of a stick or other rigid object)

Id§wa 'tear (apart)' (of cloth or paper: 'pull - separate')

itiwa 'break, shatter' (in pieces: 'beat - separate')

igbdwa 'split' (of wood: 'kill - split', primarily Onitsha)

pcp§wa 'split' (of wood, as for firewood)

Again, there are undoubtedly a number of other combinations used
with reference to particular processes of breaking, taking apart,
and separating. The above should be adequate evidence that you
cannot expect a single equivalent for a given English word such as
'break'.

3. A reference to pounding yams in a mortar was used in this les-
son; the phrase to remember is Aani ji/. Yams and cassava are two
common items which are pounded in a mortar to give them something
of the consistency of mashed potatoes or bread dough; but both are
soft and usquushy" to begin with. Some other items which can be
pounded in a mortar are hard or crisp to begin with: peanuts (the
result of pounding is basically peanut butter), corn (to make corn
meal), and other dried things. Pounding such items in a mortar is
expressed with a different verb, /isd/; the similarity between the
two verbs is only a coincidence.

4. In the narrative which constitutes Drill 6, there is a form
/b4kwas1/ 'and (also) sing'. Since ycu have learned /14 ib4/,
with /bid/ as a stem with low tone, this form seems highly irregu-
lar. The explanation involves the special verbal extension /kwial/.
Like the extension /kwa/, which is variable in tone, same after
step or low after low, /kwits// has the meaning 'also'. But /kwisl/
is used only at the end of a series; it suggests 'and finally'. In
tone, /kwigg/ is invariable; but any stem which precedes it takes a
step tone, even it that stem independently has low tone. Thus the
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form /b4kwis4/ has step ton* with /b4/ because of this particular
two-syllable extension, and low-step with /kwis4/ because that se-
quence is invariable.

From this point on, there are not many new or difficult prob-
lems in Igbo; primarily, there is more vocabulary to be learned.
There are, to be sure, a few new constructions and idioms that will.
require special attention; but for the.most part you now have th'
framework that will enable you to fit new expressions into knewn
patterns, as long as you recognise what the patterns are. This is
a good time to make a systematic review of the explanatOry notes
at the beginning of each lesson and each drill in the materials up
to this point. Most of the questions you have will be answered by
such a review. In following lessons, there will be very little new
grammar; the emphasis will be on conuected discourse -- narrative
and convoraatiou. The emphasis in learning should be on two major
points: analogy (constructing almost anything you want to say on
the basis of the patterns already learned), and fluency, (practicing
a repertoire of useful questions and statements which you can easi-
ly construct).


